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THE PRESIDENT'S SCHEDULE
Monday

~- ..

Feb~uary

5,

1979

8:00

Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski

The Oval Office.

8:30

Mr. Fran}<: Moore

9:00
( 2 hrs.)

Cabinet Meeting.
{Mr. Jack Watson).
The C.abinet Room.

11:00

Mr. Jody Powell

12:00
(60 min.)

Lunch with Vice President Walter F. Mondale.
The Oval Office.

1:30
( 2 0 min.)

~-1eeting with the Board, of Directors and

2:15

Mr. Robert Templeton - The Oval Office.

The Oval Office.

The OVal Office.

-

{ 3 0 min.)

Officers of the Natiori~l Association· of State
Departments of Agric;ulture.
(Mr. Stuart
Eizenstat)
The Ca.hinet Room.
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jane simpson

. , ,.
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we probably need to establish
an 'editor~al cartoon' file
which contains the original
cartoons, cross-referenced by
name, etc., within computer/·
·stripping desk .. ·

......
-~

please have someone check with
connie gerrard to find out
where the other editorial ca·rtoons
are which she had had from
beginning of administration, so
they can be kept dm the file too.
thanks--susan clough
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Susan
These are the Presidential
thank-you notes for the cartoons
which he wanted from the Camp
David Summit.
Three of the cartooni:s·ts requested
autographs from the President (one
. on a pic,ture and 2 on copies .of
the cartoons that we reques'ted. )
I have a.ttached them directly onto
the President's letter so he. can
sign bo.th one after the other.
We do not need these cartoons any
more as I have my fil.e of them and
also copies of the letters, etc.
So they can be disposed of how.ever
the President wants after the letters
are signed, and the files can go
directly to Central Files.
Attached is a list of the cartoonists
in case you need i t for anything.
Thanks.
connie g.
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CAMP DAVID CARTOONS

Mr. Paul Conrad
The Los Angeles Times
Times Mirror Square
Los Angeles, . California 90053

,-:

Sent 1 cartoon xequested
plus 2 others ,
,.,'·;

, .Mr. Jerry F.earing.
St~ Paul DLspatch
55 East Fourth Street
·st. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Sent cartoon requested
plus 7 other,s

Mr. Dick Locher
· Chicago Tribune
435 North Michigan Avenu~
.. Chicago,. Illinois· 60611

Sent cartoon request~d
plus one other':~:·~,~}': ·

Mr.
·Des
715
Des

.v•· ,:

.'

WANTS AUTOGRAPHED.PICTURE

Frank M1iller
Moines Register
Locu;st Street
Moines, Iowa 50·304

Sent cartoon requested
plus one other r .'; ,
•.

;.~ ·~·

l '.
...

_,

Mr. Je££ MacNelly
Richmond News Leade~
333 East Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23213

Sent copies of 2 cartoons
requested.plus 2 others

Mr. Douglas Marlette ·
The Charlotte Observer
Charlotte, North Carolina 28233

Sent cartoon requested
plus one other

Mr. Ray Orsin
Cleveland Plain-Dealer
1801 Superior Avenue
·Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Sent cartoon requested
plus 7 others

Mr. Mike Pe.ters
Dayton Daily News
Fourth and Ludlaw Streets
Dayton, <?hio 4.5401
. .. .

Sent 3 cartoons requested

Mr. Ed Stein
Rocky Mountain News
400 West Colfax Avenue
Denver, Colorado 802.04

Sent cartoon requested·
plus one other , '.
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.Mr. Ben Sargent
The Austin'American-Sta.tesman·
308 Guadalupe
Austin, T.exas 78767

...
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-.Mr.. Bill Schorr
Los Angeles Herald-Examiner
1111 South Broadway
Los Angeles, California 90051
!

•· \

::;

Mr. Doug Sneyd
Sneyd Syndicate Inc.
4 Southwood Circle
Orillia, Ontario
Canada L3V 2H8
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Sent cartoon requested
plus 7 others; ;:" \·F ~;{
SENT ONE COPY WHICH,HE
WANTS AllTOGRAPHEDl '·.·

Mr. David Simpson
Tulsa Tribune
315 South Boulder Avenue
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74102

Sent one requested .·
plus 3 others ~>'·\·.
.
"

I.

. J~. ,.. '

Sent one reque~ted
plus 3 others

Mr. Bob Taylor
Dallas Times-Herald
1101 Pacific
~
Dallas, Texas 75202

Sent two reques-ted

~.

-~.

Sent cartoon reques_ted.
02902

SENT ONE COPY WHICH HE
WANTS AUTOGRAPHED

~·
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Mr. Francisco Trini~~d
Honolulti Star-Bulle~in
Post Office Box 30&P
Honolulu, Hawaii 968'02

Mr. Richard Wright
.Providence Journal
75 Fountain Street
-Providence, Rhode Island
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Sent cartoons requested
plus one other ·
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Sent cartoons requested
plus 3 others
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ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
SENSITIVE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
""':-"~·

OFFfCE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

~j
Janua~y

17, 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

Mcintyre~

FROM:

Jim

SUBJECT':

Executive Summary:
for 1979

Reorganization Proposals

This memorandum summarizes the finding.s and ~ecommendations
of four principal reorganization projects; natural resources;
development assistance; commerce, trade and business assistance; and food and agriculture. We recommend s·ignificant
structural and procedural changes which, together wi bh the·
Department of Education legislation, would complete our
major reo:rganization program for the remainder of this term.
These items, added to our prior work on energy, civil service,
and small reorganization pllans, would add up to a bold and
visible 1980 reorganization record -- reaching almost all of
the domestic Cabinet. In three principal ways, they will
improve performance in some of the most confused and fragmented areas o.f government:

(1)

(2)

(3)

By cutting overhead at the Federal level and administrative costs at the local level for governors, mayors, and .. I f
businessmen who must deal with the Federal bureaucracy.
./

rJ1 ;·

By permitting us to better target, manage, measure and ~1(6/
control limited Fede.ral resources to solve priority
problems in natural resources and e'conomic development.'·./,
( ·o-f
tf QAJ/Ul f1~J
By simplifying the access of citizens to government
benefits and services~
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While we have found substantial agreement with the substance
of these proposals, they will be controversial. ~eo~9aniza
tion issues have .already divided the Cabinet. Any major
simplification of government affects Committee jurisdictions.
Some interest groups will fear that the transferred programs
will be less responsive to them. While no special interest
group places reorganization near the top of its legislative
priorities, some will support your proposals once you decide.
As with civil service re.form, the constituency for these
proposals must be found largely among the general citizenry
demanding more efficient government.
Some of your advisors believe that the costs o.f further major
reorganization outweigh any achievable benefi t:s and f·ee.l we
should rest on our laurels. Whi.le I do not minimize the
-.
political obs•tacles, I believe the potential political benefit
L
of the proposed reforms requires that we make a good faith
~~
effort to see if a viable political strategy can be constructed to achieve them .•
The key to this strategy is the use of action-fo·rcing reorganization authority to sharply limit the period of controversy and
ensure an early Con.gressional result. Both the majority and
minority leadership of the House Government Operations Committee
believe bhat we can legal!ty use reorgan•i,zation plans to implement these recommendations. The Department of Justice ag,rees.
The use of reorganization authority will be more controvers·ial in the Senate, with both Ribicoff and Javits questioning
its use on plans of this scope.
You have been the oniliy successf.ul Presidential candidate ·(other:
than FDR) in this century to make reorganization a central
and personal promise. I see no evidence in the polls or
election returns that the people have ceased expecting you
to shake up and re.form the government. In fact the most
recent Caddell poll reports that (1) public expectations about
reorganization are high and (2) that next to displeasure about
inflation and the handling of the economy, this Administration
is criticized most for failure to reorganize the government.
Natural Resources
Excessive fragmentation in natural resource agencies and
programs causes major problems:
0

No one official short of you can oversee natural
resource policy and planning; set overall policies
or priorities; or provide prompt decisions on the
ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
SENSITIVE
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competing demands for preseivP:tion a,nd ut;i.l;i.za,tion Q~
public lands,. wa:te·rs, and oc~ans.
Unclear assignment of responsibilities leads to
competition among agencies; duplication of sk11ls,
and. f?J,ilure to take advantage of economies of scale.
0

Inconsistent regulations ap.d procedures make the
costly, tixne-consuming and confusing for natural
resource us.ers.

syste~

To solve these problems, we· propose a Department of Natural
Res.o\:lrces ·(DNR) built on Interior and. ag.greg.ating the
principal natural resource func.tions. The DNR would be
composed of. three major units: ·a public lands agency based
on the .Forest .Se·rvice and including the Bureau of Land
Management;· an oceans agency based on NOAA and including
oceans and fishe.ries functions now in Interior; and a water
· resou•rce ag:ency .. combining the . Water Resources Council. and
the policy, planning,, and 'budgeting functions of the three
water development agencies (.Bureau of Reclamation, Corps
of Engineers, a:p.d Soil Conservation Service.) • .The Corps
would be made. the ·prill\ar·y construction ag.ent for water
.
resource project·s and be strengthened by adding construction
personnel from the other two ag.encie.s.. ·
DNR would save $146 million in administrative costs, allow
fast·er and 15et:ter dell. very of services' provide. a be.tter
da~collection and analY§J.S system,~ and allow better
balance in policy and case decis·ions. Major existing
agencies in Interior·-;_ the Bureau of Mines, the Bareau of
Reclamation, and .the Bureau of Land Management -- would be
consolidated or phased out over time.
The DNR would broaden Interior in.to a nat·±onal department
with a• blend of land and water responsibilf'ties spannJ.ng
our continent and' oceans. The Secretary of DNR would have
the. geographic and programmatic scope to develop plans for
the conservation and use of natural resources that are
~ensi tive to the interr:elationships among· our oceans,
public lands, and inland waters.
DNR has significant support ·among key env~tal and
conservation groups. The constituency which supported you
in the water projects figh.t should support the water pol:icy
reforms proposed here. Water project advocates will probably
oppose. The ocean community is split, with fi!lheries groups
generally opposed anakey user groups 'foil' minl:ng) generally
supportive: The NOAA constituency as a whole prefers an
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independent oceans agency but may support-DNR. ±f-it contains.
a clearly strengthened oceans. unit. The timber -indus-try is
currently pos:tured against reorganizati·on. However, we believe
we can win support from much of the indu,stry leadership
texcept in Alaska and perhaps in the South) if you indicate
that the new forest management entity will have a more
productivity-oriented m1ssion. The Western governors have
not committed themselves; they w-ill be mo•st concerned with_
the implicat·ions of reorga:nization for wa:ter policy. Former
Interior Secreta·ries· from both parties {e.g. , Udall, Kleppe)
will lobby for DNR; however, former Agriculture Sec.retari-es
fi'om both parties (e.g. , Freeman, Butz) wi.ll oppose any
diminution of USDA.
Iri the Cong.ress, DNR has two key supporters
Jackson and
Uda·ll -- each of whom will play an active rol.e.
Ribicoff
supports and Bro·oks will· support DNR except for the Forest
Service transfer, whiqh he wilL oppo.se·. Although Senator
Hollings opposes a transfer of NOAA., Senator Magnuson is .
keeping an open mind. .we may be able to reassure Magnuson
and Congressmen_Murphy and Breaux in the House through a
strengthened oceans agency. The Public Works Cbmmi-t tee·~r will
probably·oppose the water reso:urces recommendation. We
hope that. assurances that existing proj·ects will be continued
and demor1strati•ons of tangil;>le henefi ts wi.ll mute their
opposition. Senator Talmadge artd :Congressman ·Foley have
stated their vig.orous oppos•ition· t·o· the Forest Service
transfer.. The Agriculture. Committees.· can be expected to
oppose the Soil Cbnservation Service. transfers as well.
Development Assistance
Throughout the- campaign, and in your ·welfare reform proposal
and Urban Me·s•sage, you stressed th:at eff.orts to combat
pover.ty, blight and local economic di-stress must . focus on
providing long-term jobs and economic opportunities. You
also emphasized the need. for cre·ative partnerships among
the Federal Government, State and local · g.overnments, and
the private sector to support such local
development. . efforts.'

Although numerous Federal programs are available to advance
this goal, the organization of these programs signi.ficantly
limits their effecti venes·s.
Indeed_, (1;· few areas of gove-rnment provide as clear a case <:?f ove.rlap and confusion as
. ~
this one. The basic tools of development assistance -- public
facilities investments, housing, and-incentives-to businesses
to locate in distressed area·s
are· severely fragmented and
ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFI'DENT.IAL
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spread among a number of agencies. As a result, procedl.:lres
conflict, delivery systems diverge and responsibility is
diffused artd confused. This, in turn, imposes unnecessary
administrative burdens on program users, discourages private
sector involvement, creates gaps in geographic coverage,
and makes .it di f f'i cu 1 t to package the di ffe:r·eri't too l.s needed
for complex projects, or toevaluate results. To revitalize
a blighted area and attract p:rivate businesses, local
communities frequen-tly have to .go. to as many as five. different
Federal agencies and file anywhere from eight to 15 application:s to ge.t the a•ssistance that is ava±la.ble. · Smalle·r
towns .are particularly at a disadva,ntage in this system, but
even large communi ties suffe·r because of the extended time,
uncertainty, adminis'trative burden, and cost that i.s involved.
To remedy this situation, we· propose pulling together ·in
a Department o.f Development Assis.tance "a critical. core of the
tools governors, mayors, local of.ficials, and business leaders need to revitalize t'heir commti·ni tie's and strengthen the
local economic base. The, DIDA will allow coordinat.i.on rand
integ.rated management of Federal deve:lopment a•s:s;istarlCe .decisions and promote accountability· to ':the President. I.t: will
also ~n·crease· cooperation w± th. Stat~ artd. local governments
and the priyate sector. The DD~ would provide orte-.stop
shopping at the local level for Feder.al public· facilities
investment, housing, business· assistance, and technical assistance aid designed to encourage comrriunity ·upgr.ading and iocal
economic·pr.osperity. The PDA would significantly simplify ·
the development assistance ·proces•s, reduce pape;r:work, permit
.quicker decisions on. comple~ projects avd .make more ~fficient
use· of Federal persortriel now scattered among several different
ag.encies doing much the same· thipgs·., The DDA wou.ld provide
a suitable agency home for the.Natiqna] Development Bank,
thus increasing its chance, for passage. DDA willl cost $43
million less than the current arrangement. A variety of
important constituencies support tae DDA pr0posal. The
governors have been quite vocal in ur.ging·such a reorganization; we expect their active support. .Prior ·to your decision,
mayors are reluctant to tak:e ·S'ides in a bureaucratic turf
fight.
In addition, reorganization is not something the mayors
rank as a high Administration priority. However, our reading.
is that many mayor.s, including opiniqn leaders like McNichols•,
Maier, and Rousakis, will support. DDA, once you decide to
propose it .• · So long a·s EDA takes the economic development
lead in DDA, key economic development advocates w.ill accept.
the· EDA transfer. Similarly, i.f the status of housing is.
maintained in DDA, the housing industry will support the new
ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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department. Minority spokesmen like Mayors Young, Jackson
and Hatcher, as wellas Vernon Jordan and Carl Holman, preJ:er
the:. ODA concept but want_ to be certain that reorganization .
does not dilu'te HUD •-s conunitment to cities.
There will be some opposi~ion from "sunbelt" and smali town
mayors., who perceive HUD, and UDAG in particular, to be
oriented toward :Pig and older cities. However,- the most
important opposition to DDA stems £:porn the F~A transf'ers, ·
which trigger rout·ine opposition from traditional supporters
of the Agriculture Department. Groups- like the Grang.e-,
Nat·iomtl Farmers Union- ·and' Nat-ional Rural Electr.ic- Cooperative
As•sociati~n have signa·led opposition to any changes in USDA.
We believe that a s.trong coa]_.i tion of supporters exists or
can be built in the•House and, perhaps, in the S:enat~.
In.
the House, the coalition includes Congressmen Ashley; Brooks,
Reuss,, Moorhead, and Bolling. 'The Senate coalition will be
built arqund Senators Proxmire and probably Muskie anO.R_ibicoff.
If we can convinc~ rural members that we are se.rious- about
rural program consolidation, we may draw rural development
proponen'tS into the coali t.ion. But ag.ricul tural partisans
(Talmadge, Foley) will oppose. The ultimate- position to
be taken by Public Works members (Johnsoit, Roe, Randolph,
Burd.:l.ck) is uncertain. All of them recognize the problems
posed by the present fragmentation but they tend to be
extremely sk~ptical of HUD.
Commerce, Trade. and Business Assistance
Our review of the trade and business assistance functions
throughout the government has uncovered policy and organi_zationc;tl problems .that may, among other ref.orms, require an
enhancement of Conunerce's -role in this area. We are particularly interested in exploring the option of strengthening
sma-ll business assistance through consolidation with similar
programs in the Department o·f Commerce. After we_ have .
tested this and other options with the Congress and interest
groups, we will bring you recommendations e.n how to strengthen
trade and business assistance.
Food and Agriculture.
Federal policymaking machinery fe.r food issues is oubmoded.
Neither US-DA nor HEW has the capacity to res.olve the conflicts
in forging- a f-ood policy. confl-icts that should be_ 'resolved
at the departmentai level --are often escalated t;:o the Wh-ite
House. Be.cause responsibility is fragmented, no one can be
held accountable for-making sure.the system works.
ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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.we recommend taking some small but important st·eps towa,;rd
enhancing nutrition funct,ions in USDA and toward improving
the management and coordinati.on of food and nutrition policy
throughout the. goverament. Agriculture wiLt be directed to
work on clarifyiag responsib±li ties i:or nutrition programs 1
organizing the department to reflect its new emphasi:s 1 and
working. out a system to tie promotion of agricultural trade
more closely to agricultural piroduction policy.
The A<31riculture Committees in the House and Senate may
support· 1 as will s.ome consumer and food groups. There
may be some objection from consumer groups who feel that
the Departmeat of Agriculture will continue to be.too
responsive to producer interests.
TAB A discuss·es. each proposal in detai.l, requests your
decisions and suggests some next steps.
TAB B is an analys,is of irt,terest group politics provided
by Dick· Pettigrew
TAB

c

is a: compilation of White House and agency comments.

A separate memo on Congressi()nal politics is provided by
F:rank Mooir'e.

..

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT

January 18, 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

THE VICE PRESIDENT

Sl:JBJECT:

REORGANIZATION

~

Yesterday you received OMB's reconunendations on the
economic development and natural resources reorganizations.
This is clearly one of the mos.t diffi.cul t domestic decisions
you will be asked to make this year. On both the substance
and the politics, t am troubled by the combined impacts of
the two reorg,anizations. I am especially concerned about
the way the Department of Development Assis,tance proposal
could affect the delivery of services to· conununi.ties. Stu
has given a great deal of thought to this question, and I
believe he has uncovered a number of legitimate and deeply
troubling problems with the proposal if it were enacted in
its pres·ent for·m.
Ia terms of the politics, I am frankly worried about how
the two proposals will be seen if they are both pursued
this year. I am concerned .that they would be seen as
altering the way in which the federal establishment
relates to major reg.ions of the country, shifting. traditional
institutional bonds in a direction which will be seen as
most threatening. to the South, to the West and to selected
groups in the Midwest. Groups that are most likely to
line up against the two proposals include (South, Midwest
and West), water interests (West, but also the Mississippi
Valley in the South and M•idwest) , and the growing cities
of the sunbelt (South and West).
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I believe that Jack, Anne and Stu intend to share with you
the results of a recent telephone survey of leading mayors.
I understand city officials have voiced a number of serious
reservations about the development assistance plan. Some
argue that we should concentrate our efforts on passing
welfare reform, the countercyclical aid bill and the National
Development Bank, so that we can bring tangible help in a
very tight year, without dividing the Congress along regional
lines. Others argue that with our new economic development
programs we- are jus.t now beg,inning to make progress. They
caution against pressing for a major reorganization which could
create substantial disruption just when we are making real
gains.
Of the two proposals, I believe the Natural Resources
reor:ganization is the most promising. The transfer of NOAA
appears to have some support. The Forest Service transfer
may also be achievable if it were accompanied by a strong
pro-production policy on timber. As you know, Charlie and
Stu have urged such a policy to help us on the inflation
side as well.
However, I bel.ieve we must have a thorough review of the
proposed water resources consolidation, perhaps through
private conversations with Frank and Stu and key leaders in
the House.
I am concerned that this component will be seen
as anti-West and that it could severely hurt us in important
states like Texas, Washington, Oregon, and California. Moreover, I believe that it would activate the pro-public works
coalition in the Congress. Opponents of the consolidation
could charge that the Department of Natural Resources will
have little or no incentive to recommend new water projects,
but that it wiilil· be given a hammer.lock over the plans and
budget of the constructio.n agency. They could also argue
that citizens will be forced to deal with two Cabinet departments
in place of one to get a flood control or water storage project
built, meaning more bureauc·racy, red tape and delay.
As I am sure you know, Majority Leader Jim Wright has always
lined l.lP a majority_of the House against our water project
recommendations. On the heels of your victory last year,
I see no reason to set ourselves up for a defeat by Wright.

..
Memorandum for the President
Re: Reorganization
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On the Development Assistance Department, your personal
advisors are split on both the·-·substance and the politics.
The Cabinet is divided. The mayors are divided.
In my
judgment, we should not get into a major fight on this
issue until we have internal agreement on a solid proposal
that we believe would improve the performance·of government.
Given these problems, I believe we should begin our economic
development reorganization with a modest proposal, such as
finding a home for the National Development Bank and attempting a limited program consolidation -- pre·ferably by
statute rather than by plan, since new authori.zations would
be needed to simplify eligibility and planning requirements
and ensure that we have integrated field structur-es.
If we are. able to make a successf11l start through a prudent
proposal in 1979, we could then try to build upon that
progress next year.

""•

~~.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

January 19, 1979
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
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FROM:

FRANK MOORE ..._..,.,r.

SUBJECT:

Reorganization Proposals

Attached are memoranda prepared by Terry Straub and Bob Thomson
of my staff, reporting their findings on the Hill wit·h regard
to two major reorganiza-tion proposals -- natural resources and
economic development.
On the House side, Terry concludes.that both plans· will present
tough fights, but that the proposed Department of Natural
Resources will be more diff.icul t to obta-in than will be the
new bepartment of bevelopment·Assistance.
Bob Thomson sees serious problems for both plans in the Senate,
but is not re ared to recommend a ainst either at this point
because e does not. bel eve sufficient, in-depth, consultation
has occurred.
Furthermore, my staff is not comfortable with conclusions
drawn reg.arding "public" or interest group sentiment on these
proposals. Quite frankly, we believe that the degree of support for the plans may be overstated and the intensity of opposition underestimated. If our concern is justified, we
might very well be embarking on an uncertain course -- one
which has been insufficiently charted and one for which we
are politically and strategically unprepared.
I make these points while maintaining my posture as an
advocate of reorganization generally. I believe we must
pursue an ambitious reorganization agenda, per"haps including
DNR and DDA, because it means a better federal government
and a better political position for us as we enter 1980.

I

However, I do not believe we are ready for the public and
Congres·s•ional outcry and opposition that these two plans are
sure to trigger, if you decide to move with them now. Instead,
I ·believe you should ins.truct OMB, Pettigrew, Wexler, me and
others to:
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Engage in furthe·r and more intensive consultations;
Begin laying necessary political and public
groundwork; and
Develop a comprehensive strategy for securing
approval of whatever option(s) you eventually
choose.
·
I believe, as well, tha.t ever.yone concerned should be instructed
to engage in these suggested consultations on the assumption
that you wil.l ultimately decide to ursue both
s i
their
most ambitious forms •. QuJ. e ran y, it is my fear that a
ceztain amount of negative lobbying has been occurring within
the EOP and the agencies and that some of the opposition we
have encountered on the Hill has been generated by persons in
the Executive Branch, perhaps· including people in or close to
the White House.
I realize that I am calling for an additional delay, one
without a definite date for conclusion. But I strongly believe that to do otherwise· at this time, would be a serious
mistake.

I

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

January 19, 1979

MEMORANDUM TO FRANK MOORE
FROM:

BOB THOMSON

SUBJECT:

REORGANIZATION PLANS - SENATE

I.

CONCLUSIONS

At the outset, it is important to recognize the importance of
the decisions the President will shortly make on reorganization.
If the decision...,making process is misplayed, this would be the
96th Congress' equivalent of the 1977 water project hit list
controversy.;..-that is, an incident that colors relations with
Congress for many valuable months.
The Reorganization proposals involve programs fathered by Members
curren.tly sitting. They involve competing committee jurisdictions
and powerful inter.est groups already mobilized.
They are reaching
maturity at just the moment when returning Senators' attentions
are on Senate organization and reorganization and staffing of
personal offices, no.t reorganization of the executive branch.
I believe without furthe.r Senate consultations, some involving
the President himself, the sub:qdssion of economic development
and natural· resources reorganization wi.ll cause unneeded hard
feeling among some of our best friends in the Senate and may
result in failure of the plans. Another two weeks of intense
consultation with Seriators.themselves may avoid many problems and
improve chances of success.
II.

CONSULTATIONS TO DATE

Since November 1., PRP staff and White House CL have talked to 15
Senators about one or both plans. These include most of the key
players in the Senate~ we·have made numerous staff contacts.
Most Senators have been: out of town during vacation, unavailable
for consultation.
Even among the Senators who would be touched directly by the plans,
there are many who are just now becoming interested and receptive
to briefing·s and consultation (e.g., Muskie, Domenici, Gravel).
We believe virtually all Senators not in leadership or ranking
positions of affected committees are also in this category.
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(It has only been in the last one or two days that these Senators
have begun to talk about reorganization among themselves.
There have been Senators who have expressed mild to strong support
for various aspects of the economic development plan (Burdick,
Proxmire, Rieg,le) .
There are also a few who favor .part·s of the
natural resources plan (J!ackson, s.tevenson, Gravel).
There
have been some surprise converts to our way of thinking, such
as Burdick on the economic development plan. However, we have
di.scovered no Senator who will provide leadership for our position
on either plan.
Some pockets of resistance are well established, such as Hollings
opposi tio:n to the NOAA transfer, Randolph'' s opposition to the EDA
transfer and Talmadge's opposition to the Forest Service move
to Interior.
Others are just now developi:ng, ,.such a·s the Johnston
appropriation subcommittee's opposi tio:n to the wa.ter projects
portion of the natural resources plan.

I

The most serious problem with the economic development plan is with
Senators Percy., Ribicoff and other key members of the Government
Affairs Committee.
They believe the suggested "reorganiza.tion"
is so broad it should be the s.ubjiect .of leg,islation. Since this
is the committee with jurisdiction, we believe tha,t a resolution
of disapproval could well be reported from the Committee.
This
would doom the plan on the floor a:nd could also limit by precedent
the President's exercise of reorganization authority in the future.
The President must talk to Ribicoff and Percy before the pla:ns are
submitted if we are to succeed.
;I; ;I:·· ;I:·.

SUGGESTED ACT TON

The :~?resident should direct that a two-week period of consultation
on the ;eavored versions of both plans begin immediately. We
should meet immediately thereafter to make assignments for the
;!?resident himself, cabi:net o,fficers and White House CL.

We

should anticipate that most reactions will be mildilly disapproving.
This is natural since Se·i'lators want to avoid controversy and resist
change.
Our job is to judge the degree of negativism.

;J?erha.ps a more important purpose of the "consultations" should be
to convince the senators o.f the merits of reorganization.
I believe
Pro? has done some fine. work on the plans and they probably can.· be
sold to enough Senators if we approach the task properly.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

January 19,1979
ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM TO FRANK MOORE
FROM:

TERRY STRAUB

SUBJECT:

Congressional Reaction to Reorganization
Proposals, Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) and Department of Development
Assistance (House of Representatives Only)

Several weeks ago you directed your staff to undertake a
series of consultations on the Hill regarding the proposed
natural resources and development assistance reorganization
plans. This was done with Director Mcintyre's understanding
and approval. Rather than write· their own political
assessment and burden you with furthe.r paperwork, PRP has
reviewed this memorandum and concur.s with its findings.
This consultation is .limited to "key players" only; in
other words, we did not attempt to talk to every Member
of the Committees of jurisdiction, but limited our contacts
to the Chairman of the affected Committee or Subcommittee,
or in some cases the ranking Minority Member, and in other
instances key players in the substantive area. Thusly, we
are reflecting only the sentiments of individual Members who
are likely to play central roles in support of or opposition
to individual plans....
·
I.

DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

Congressman Harold T. "Bizz" Johnson, Chairman, Public Works
and Transportation Committee: does not believe moving EDA,
Farmer's Home Administration, or any part of SBA will facilitate
the development assistance program functions.
More open minded
on Farmer's Home than EDA; might be persuaded on this part
of the transfer.
"EDA Should not be moved out of Commerce; rather, should be
expanded and made bigger where it is."
Congressman Norm Mineta, Chairman, Subcommittee on Public
Buildings and Grounds: Very supportive, feels the Public
Works Committee will gear up to fight the DDA reorganization,
even though it is not only a loss of Committee jurisdiction

- i that motivates them; feels the Mayors and Governors are
likely to support the reorganization (there is some
dispute o.f this) and feels that Johnson and Roe can be
beaten on this issue (witness the Public Works veto).
Congressman Henry Reuss, Chairman, Committee on Banking,
Finance, and Urban Affairs: Very supportive of the DDA
concept. Feels the Public Works Committee will be very
troublesome, unless "the President would see Johnson and
Roe and twist arms."
He is. skeptical about the political ability to create the
DDA and it's unlikely that he will play a major role other
than to be generally supportive.
Feels the National Development Bank has "a very rocky
road ahead of itself", but if it's created it should be
integrated into the new agency.
He is doubtful of the
Bank's necessity now and feels the President could embrace
its demise if it proves to be unnecessary.
"Could be a real
plus for the President and a way to get out from under the
weight of a bad proposal."
Lud Ashley, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Housing and
Community Development: Strongly supportive of the DDA
concept, feels it is in the national interest. Feels the
opposition by the Public Works Committee is "manageable".
He will not support the Development Bank unless it is
folded into the DDA.
"Safe to say there wi.ll be no
Development Bank unles·s there is a reorganization plan
first that places it there."
He was somewhat antagonistic to Major.ity Leader Wright;
feels that he (Ashley) is as close to or closer to the
Speaker on this issue than Wright.
He is ~urrently contemplating what his role may be in
the DDA reorganization; (one possibility would be to ask
the Speaker to appoint a task force with Ashley as
Chairman, although this would probably an tagoni.ze Brooks) •
Congressman Robert A. Roe, ·Chairman, Economic Development
Subcommittee: By far had more to say on this issue than any
other Member. Strongly opposes the DDA concept; says it is
not a Committee jurisdiction question; feels that although
EDA is having problems (understaffed) they do a good job
where they are.
"They put out public works dollars very
effectively and I thought the President was initially pleased
with the success of EDA and its capabilities." Reminded us
that all the regional development and Appalachian programs
have a very powe.rful constituency in the House that would
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oppose this reorganization. We 11 should not move EDA to
HUD in order to try to improve upon HUD"; feels that UDAG
is 11 a harebrained prog,ram -- a mel.on 11 , and that 11 EDA should
not be mired down into the problems· of HUD, which is too
oriented toward minority programs exclusively.
In any case,
EDA already performs adinirably for minorities ...
Feels that American business will react negatively to the
diminishment of the Department of Commerce, and that the
rural population and rural Members will be very upset if
money flows any more toward urban areas to the exclusion
of the rural areas.
Congressman Jim Wr.ight, Majority Leader: Wright apparently
11
feels .moving EDA to HUD would be a drastic mistake.
EDA
has done a good job where they are, have gotten the money
out according to the formulas the Congres s has imposed,
and the worst thing in the world that could happen to
them now is to be transferred to HUD. 11
Congressman Richard Bolling, Chairman, House Rules Committee:
A strong supporter of the plan and has urged PRP to be 11 bold
and imaginative in these area·s. 11 We will likely have his
help if we request it.
Congressman .Jack Brooks, Chairman, House Government Operations
Committee: Enamoured with the concept of the DDA reorganization.
It strikes at the heart of an agency (Commerce) that he has
long had problems with and feels it would be good to shake
up 11 those old relationships ...
If we had only one reorganization plan to offer this year,
and Brooks could pick it, our feeling is that this would
be it. We are likely to have strong support from him
for this plan, and, in his opinion, support from the
interest groups.
Congressman Tom Bevill, Chairman, Public Works Subcommittee
of the Appropriations Committee: unable to contact him
directly during the recess but have referenced a letter of
December 28 opposing the 11 'al tering, abolishment or tampering
with the Farmer's Home Administration in .any way 11 ;.feels
that they have done a good job 11 working with the problems of
farmers in rural communities ...
Summary: ··· While there is vocal opposition to the DDA concept from
some important Congressional personalities, there also seems
to be a good deal of support. Additionally, we are benfitted
by Chairman Brooks' up front support for this plan. Prospects
for passage of this plan, although ·difficult, seem hopeful.

-
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Much of the controversy over this plan is centered oyer the
transfer of EDA out of Commerce, and, to a lesser extent,
the Farmer's Home Administration.. Few opposed the overall
concept or denied the need for consolidation of programs in
t.he economic development and development as-sistance area·s.
It's dif.f icul t to determine whether ther.e is, in fact, a real
Committee jurisdiction question here or not.
In any case,
the Members who opposed the plan do not cite that a,s the
reason for their opposition. It is reasonable, however, to
assume there will be Agriculture Committee opposition to the
transfer of any Farmer's Home functions.
There are a number of underlying themes here that will stimulate
debate over theprogr:am transfers. Among these is the rural
vs. urban conflict; and the so-called "frost-belt" vs. "sunbelt" issue. Both involve allocatfon of money to sun~belt
(newer cities and towns) and rural officials who feel discriminated against by UDAG . (HUD). Moreover, it is clear
that the ultimate recommendation for placement of the Development Bank will play a central role in the degree of support we
will enjoy from our advocates on the DDA initiative. This is
particularly true of Reuss and Ashley.
II.

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RE.SOURCES

Tom Foley, Chairman, Housecommittee on Agriculture: Strongly
opposed to the transfer of the Forest Service and functions of
the Soil Conservation Service. Feels this transfer will not
be supported by rural Americans nor by the agricultural interest groups. Feels the Agriculture Committee will be unanimous
in its opposition to the transfer of both of these programs.
Has concerns that the Forest Service should not be placed in
an agency that will likely restrict usage of the forests; feels
PRP has been unmindful of the plans developed at the local
leve·l to properly use the forests; and the reorganization seems
to be being done "for appearance's sake only." He also alleged that the Speaker seemed to be quite concerned about the
Forest Service transfer.
(Foley has lobbied him and Brooks
about it.)
Foley feels, in addition., that committee jurisdiction will be
affected and cause a war between the Agriculture Committee and
the Interior Committee over ·Forest Service jurisdiction.
Congressman William Wampler (R-Va), Ranking MinorityMember,
House Agriculture Committee: Will actively oppose the moving
of the Forest Service to DNR; wil.l try to mobilize the entire
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Agriculture Committee against us. Feels Southerners will
strongly oppose the move because both the Forest Service
and Soil Conservation Service move dramatically affects them.
Will also try to mobilize liberals in opposition to this plan
because of the environmental concerns. Feels Forest Service
and Bureau of Land Management should always remain separate,
feels the competition between the two is healthy.
Congressman J.amie Whitten, Chairman, Appropriations Committee
on Agriculture: Opposes moving the Forest Service to the DNR;
feels the reputation of the Interior Department is not good
and there will be a bad reaction to the move; "Interior is
too opposed to the use of land."
Congressman Frank Horton, Ranking Minority Member, House
Gove·rnment Operations Committee: Seems generally supportive
in discussions and I feel we can count on him to work the
Republicans on the Committee for us.
Mo Udall, Chairman, House Interior Committee: Very supportive
of the DNR concept and is willing to help; wants his brother
Stu involved; feels as former Interior Secretary he could work
with Kleppe and others to lend a strong: voice in support.
Udall, however, sees much trouble from Agriculture and Public
Works Committee Members.
No comment to me on the role he is willing to play other than
to be supportive.
(PRP feels he will be active, if asked.)
Congressman John Seiberling, Chairman,. Subcommittee on Oversight
and Alaska Lands, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs:
Strongly supportive of the DNR proposal and part1cularly supports
the Forest Service move. Feels that if the reorganization plan
did nothing more than accomplish this transfer, it would have
to be considered a success.
Congressman John Dingell, Chairman, .Energy and Power Subcommittee,
and a Member of Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries:
Very probing but ca'Utioned us against interpreting his questions
a•s "hostile. II Very S keptical about several elements of the
plan including treatment of the COE and BLM. Also wants assurances as to how we wil.l protect the "integrity" of any unit
transferred.
1

Congressman John Murphy, Chairman, Merchant Marine and Fisheries
Committee:. Has recently given a strong speech to interest
groups opposing the DNR concept as being "untimely and illfounded." His opposition centers on his concern for the need
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of an organic Oceans policy from the· Adminis,tration; most
strongly opposes the transfer of NOAA into a new agency.
Feels "the pr:oposal is essentia.lly a. document of unsubstantiated data, and statements of generalization challengeable on their face."
"I call upon the President to
reject the DNR proposal, and tp direct the PRP staff to
work with the Congress in first, the establishment of a
policy, and then the structure to implement the policy."
"If the President determines that there is some merit to
the establishment of the DNR, I ca.ll upon the President to
submit legislation in the form of an Organic Act for the
entire new Department."
Congressman John Breaux, Chairman, Subcommit.tee on Oceanography:
Has made no decision ye.t as to his support of tbe DNR; Breaux
is the real Congressional spokesman for the oceans community,
and could be quite helpful to us. Feels the fishing industry
will certainly oppose the NOAA transfer, and that much of the
problem centers over a personality clash with Cecil. Andrus,
who is too "land-oriented."
Feels that the following must happen if we are to have his
support:
"NOAA must be enhanced in any new Department and
not lose any clout. There is potential to upgrade
the oceans function to the Assistant Secretary level.
Oceans programs are too fragmented, and this is an
opportunity to bring them together."
Also wants Administration support for the creation of an
Organic Act for the oceans (he will introduce a bill again
this year) •
Jack Brooks, Chairman, House Government Operations Committee:
Brooks is skeptical about the amount of interest group or
Member support for the DNR reorganization • . Clearly it is not
as close to his heart as the DDA reorganization. Has some
concerns about the ability to sucqessfully move this plan
through the Commit.tee with the amount of opposition it has
already stimulated, particularly within the Agriculture community.
He has expressed reservations to Mcintyre about the
ability to overcome opposition to· the Forest Service transfer.
Also very re.luctant to take on the Corps of Engineers and
feels the transfer of COE policy functions would cause too
much anxiety in Congress.
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Congressman John Mur h , Chairman, House Merchant Marine and
FJ.sherJ.es Comm ttee; Congressman Bob Leggett, Chairman,
Subcommitteeon fisheries, Wildlife Conservation, and the
Environment; Congressman John Breaux, Chairman, .Subcommittee
on Oceanography; Congressmen Mario Biaggi, Joel Pritchard and
Ed Forsythe of the House Mercha,nt ·Marine and Fisheries Commi.ttee; and Congressman Phil Ruppe, Ra,nking Minority Member
of the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Co:mlnittee: Consigned
a letter on February 28, 1978, stating that in light of the
reorganization proposals, "we feel that the best outcome
would result from an independent NOAA and a Department of
Interior focused primarily on land-based resources that would
be of a smaller,. more manageable siz.e and suffer from few of
the internal policy conf'licts than an expansive DNR would experience."
Summary: While there are a few key Members in our corner (i.e.
Udall and Seiberling) on this issue, what is unclear is the
extent of their willingness to play a strong role. Udall,
for instance, while very supportive (and a natural to take
the lead) , is·. likely to be consumed with legislation on the
D-2 lands and the RARE II memorandum.
Oppos·i tion, on the other hand, seems considerable. It centers
mostly on the transfer of.COE functions and the transfer of
the Forest Service and SCS functions. Mor;e importantly,
Members opposing the plan span a wide ideological spectrum
(Weaver to Whitten), thusly allowing the opponents to access
a larger group of Members.
We would likely see a coalition against the pla'n form around
Members of the Public Works Committee (opposed to Water Policy
transfers away from COE), and the Agriculture Committee (opposed to Forest Service and Soil Conservation Service transfer).
It does s~empossible to bargain with Breaux for his support
of the NOAA transfer; if the Administration l.s willing to make
assurances·to Breaux that NOAA will play a central role in the
new DNR structure, (and possibly support an Oceans act?), this
would tend to blunt Murphy's opposition.
Conclusion: Finally, when Eiz.enstat and Cable met with the
Speaker to review the legislative agenda for the year, the
Speaker mentioned that he felt the Department of Natural
Resources plan could be a problem; the Agriculture types
(Foley) are lobbying him hard on this, and he has some particular concerns about the ability to transfer the Forest
Service out of DOA. Regarding DDA, he inferred he had no feel
for that particular initiative yet, but that Lud Ashley (a
supporter), had talked to him about it.
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ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDEN.TIAL
T~fE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

STU EIZ.ENSTAT
JACK

('~

WATS~~~.

__

ANNEWEXLE~

SUBJECT:

Reorganization Proposals

OMB has done a good job summar1z1ng the major reorganization
options. The decision memorandum reflects their thorough
analysis of the key issues.
This memorandum summarizes our views on OMB's reorganization
proposals. It contains a brief summary of our views, general
comments on the overall reorganization effort and specific
recommendations on each of the four major proposals.
Brief Summary of Key Points:
Below is a summary of our position on the most critical
reorganization issues. Each of these issues is discussed
in greater detail later in this memorandum.
We support creation of a Department of Natural
Resources. We strongly recommend, however, that the
water resources functions of the Corps of Engineers,
the Soil Conservation Service, the Bureau of Reclamation and the Water Resources Council not be
reorganized as part of the DNR plan. Even some of
the strongest Congressional supporters of DNR (for
example, Mo Udall) believe that inclusion of the
water resources functions will precipitate another
bitter water policy debate and endanger the already
controversial and politically difficult DNR proposal.
We do not favor OMB's proposal to create a new
Department of Development Assistance for several
reasons:
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o

It will divide rural housing and community
development programs, which currently are
administered by Agriculture, between two
separate agencies. Rural communities, which
currently receive "one-stop shopping" in
FmHA, would face "two-stop shopping" -FmHA for housing and DDA for community and
economic development.

o

It will dilute our private sector economic
development programs, which are the cornerstone of your urban policy, by placing a wellmanaged economic development agency (EDA) in
a Department~that is dominated by housing
interests and is perceived (perhaps incorrectly)
by Congress and the private sector to be poorly
managed and not responsive to private sector
needs.

o

The principal improvements in the economic
development programs will not be accomplished
by reorganization, but will require substantial
changes in the authorizing statutes. These
changes will be extremely controversial and
will take a long time to achieve. The transition period, which could be quite lengthy
and disruptive, could discredit the whole
reorganization effort and severely undermine
our ability to provide important urban, rural
and economic development initiatives. Moreover,
these changes will be occuring during the time
of an economic slowdown, when a stable atmosphere is particularly important.

o

It will put the Administration in the middle
of politically damaging battles between urban
and rural interests, Northern and Southern/
Western interests and State and local governments. The process of converting HUD from
a "distressed cities agency" to a "national
development agency" probably will alienate
all of these factions.

o

Our own discussions with Mayors and rural
interests have convinced us that there is
little or no interest in comprehensive
community and economic development reorganization -- and specifically in the DDA.
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o

It would be extremely damaging to propose
this reorganization at the same time that the
Public Works Committees are considering reauthorization of EDA's basia authorizing statute. This
reorganization will only anger these Committees,
making it extremely difficult to pass the National
Development Bank legislation.

As an alternative to DDA, we propose that the economic
development programs (with the exception of UDAG in
HUD) be consolidated into a new Department of Commerce
and Economic Development and that we propose legislation
to consolidate the communit and economic develo ment
lannin
ro rams this is a modified version of
Option #3 in OMB's memorandum . This proposal achieves
all of the programati c results achieved by DDA, except
for consolidation of the rural community development
programs (which we believe should be left in FmHA).
It will ease enactment of our National Development
Bank proposal, because the Bank can be attached to
the Economic Development Administration's reauthorizing statute. It also would provide a much-needed
enhancement of Commerce's mission as a business
assistance and economic development agency. Finally,
the EDA reauthorizing statute, which will be considered
by Congress this year anyway, provides a convenient
vehicle for accomplishing many of these reforms.
Although this reorganization would be difficult to
enact, it is our judgment that it would receive broader
support than DDA within Congress and among most public
interest groups.
Further study should be given to transferring all
of SBA to Commerce as part of the economic development
reorganization.
We support OMB's proposal to strengthen the role of
the Agriculture Department, but recommend that HEW
be i.nvol ved in the development of those proposals
that affect HEW's nutrition education and research
programs.
We believe that we should not proceed with either
of the major reorganization plans (DNR or DDA) until
we are prepared to articulate a new mission for the
Department of Commerce. Commerce otherwise will be
decimated by the transfer of NOAA to DNR and the
possible transfer of EDA.
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General Comments:
We have the following general comments on the decision memorandum and on overall reorganization strategy:
We are concerned that some of the proposed reorganization plans will significantly disrupt the delivery
of essential programs in the critical period between
now an.d 19·80. Our own consultations with Mayors
indicate that they are particularly concerned about
this issue. The UDAG and EDA programs, for example,
are the most responsive grant programs in the Federal
system. They have made a measurable difference in
many of our cities, and will produce hundreds of projects closely identified with the Administration in
the next two years. Any massive reorganization in
this area is likely to disrupt the efficient delivery
of these services for an undetermined period of time.
This will be disconcerting to Congress and to the
clients of those programs. Due to the difficult
legislative battles that will follow reorganization
in this area, we believe that the disruption will
last at least one to two years.
Similarly, any effort to alter the organization of
our water policy institutions probably will cause
a major setback in our efforts to institute our proposed
water policy reforms.
We are concerned that, while there is widespread
public interest in reorganization, there appears
to be no broad public constituency for these reorganization proposals, and particularly for the development
assistance proposal. Unlike civil service reform,
for which we obtained broad support from the media,
good government types, public officials and business,
OMB's proposed reorganization plans are fraught with
regional~ urban/rural and production/conservation
conflicts. Our own discussions with Governors, Mayors
and other interested parties suggest that the opponents
of these plans will be more peTsistent than the
supporters. As a result, we believe it will be much
more difficult to develop broad public and media support
for these plans and you will get less credit for pro- ,
posing them.
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Our concerns are compounded by the fact that no agencies
are eliminated by either of these plans, and that
the cost savings from these proposals, particularly
DDA, are small. There simply is not much in these
proposals that responds to the public's concern about
the size or co~t of the Federal bureaucracy, the lack
of management control and the proliferation of waste
and fraud. It is these public concerns that were
touched by your campaign statements about reorganization,
not a concern with government organization itself.
We think it is worth further consultation to consider
consolidating all of SBA into Commerce as part of
the economic development reorganization. While OMB
has not had the time to adequately discuss this issue
with Congress or the public interest groups, we believe
it is a potentially attractive reorganization proposal.
SBA is a mismanaged, scandal-ridden agency, the elimination of which might be perceived as a bold action.
There could, however, be considerable political opposition from the small business community.
We agree with Secretary Berg~and that the reorganization lans should be submitted to Con ress one at
a time. Each of the major plans natural resources
and economic development) will be controversial in
its own right. If they are sent to Congress simultaneously, we may face substantial log-rolling or
may alienate a majority of the members of Congress,
making it difficult to pass any of our reorganization
proposals.
Natural Resources:
In general we support OMB's proposal to create a new
Department of Natural Resources. We believe the proposal
can be justified substantively and, if it is approved by
Congress, would be a substantial victory for the Administration in its efforts to make the government work better.
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We strongly recommend, however, that the water resources
functions not be reorganized as part of the DNR plan. We
agree with the Defense Department and the Army that the DNR
proposal has substantive problems since it splits policy
planning from construction, but more important we believe
that DNR is politically stronger if the water resources
functions are le~t unchanged. We make this recommendation
for the following reasons:
Inclusion of water resources reorganization in the
DNR proposal could seriously jeopardize Congressional
approval of the entire DNR reorganization plan. We
have been engaged in bitter debates with the Congress
over water policy in each of the last years., Although
we have mustered sufficient votes to sustain a Congressional veto, we have not yet been able to get
a majority of the House to support even our modest
changes in water policy, much less the sweeping
changes proposed by OMB or Interior. Given this
history, the Congressional water policy coalition
alone might be enough to defeat the DNR reorganization
plan. When combined with opposition from some ocean
interests (concern about NOAA) and timber interests
(concern about Forest Service)~ however, the opposition
of the Congressional water coalition could be insurmountable. (Jim Wright and Jamie Whitten, in particular, will be formidable opponents of the proposed
changes in water functions). In fact, even the
strongest Congressional supporter of DNR (Mo Udall),
has told us that he strongly believes that water
resources functions should not be reorganized, for
fear that the water proposals could sink the entire
reorganization plan.
The Administration's water policy ref6rms will suffer
a significant setback if there is a major reorganization in the water resources area. Additional suspicion
will be created in Congress, making passage of the
cost-sharing legislation unlikely. Implementation
of the administrative initiatives probably will lose
momentum in the confusion created by reorganization.
While this confusion will decrease over time, water
policy reform probably would be disrupted for the
remainder of your first term.
ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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We are concerned that inclusion of the water functions
in DNR Will precipitate a log-rolling situation, in
which key Congressmen condition their support for
DNR on Administration approval of specific water
projects.
The separation of the policy planning functions from
the construction functions will create new inefficiencies. It is unrealistic to assume that the Corps
will depend entirely on DNR for policy and planning
advice. Over time~ Congress undoubtedly will reinvigorate these functions in the Corps and create
further duplication in Federal programs. Moreover,
separation of the policy planning functions from the
construction functions deprives the policy planners
of the on-line experience of the construction agency
and vice versa. Finally, we are skeptical that
separating policy planning from construction will
reduce the construction agency's motivation to
generate new projects.
Transfer of the independent Water Resources Council
(WRC) will reduce the coordination among the eight
Federal agencies with water policy responsibilities.
The WRC has been an essential tool in our effort~
to implement water policy reforms in all agencies,
including those that are unaffected by DNR (for
example, HUD and EPA). These agencies and the Corps
are comfortable responding to the directions of an
interagency body. It is highly unlikely, however,
that they will be responsive to DNR, which will be
simply another Federal agency.
We recognize that our proposal requires Congressional approval
of continued funding for the Water Resources Council. We
believe, however, that Congressional funding of WRC will be
much easier to obtain than any of the changes recommended by
either OMB or Interior.
Finally, though it does not change our recommendation in favor
of a DNR, you should be aware of the political difficulties
this proposal will encounter even without transfer of the
water functions. Timber interests are already uneasy about
the outcome of the RARE II process. Moving the Forest Service
to a new agency may compound their opposition to both proposals.
ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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(The timber interests are concerned that the new agency will
be more interested in preservation and less interested in
production than the present organization.) The Chairman
of both House and Senate Agriculture committees already are
on record opposing the Forest Service transfer.
If you decide to shift the Forest Service out of the
Department of Agriculture, the chances of gaining timber
industry support will be higher if you offer some assurance
that management of public timberlands will be improved. OMB
has prepared a two page Presidential statement that we feel
goes at least part of the way in providing these reassurances.
The transfer of NOAA, though it poses fewer problems, will
precipitate a major battle with Senator Hollings. He will
vigorously oppose the transfer, and may be generally less
cooperative with the Administration on other issues.
Economic Development Assistance:
We agree with OMB that the Federal government's economic
development programs should be consolidated and strengthened.
We, however, have very serious substantive and political
reservations about the DDA proposal. Instead of DDA, we
recommend that the Federal government's economic .development
programs (with the exception of UDAG) be consolidated into
a new Department of Commer~e and Economic Develo ment
Option #3 ·in OMB's memorandum . We also recommend that the
Administration submit to Congress legislation consolidating
the economic and community development planning programs.
These two proposals would achieve almost all of the substantive
benefits of DDA, but at greatly reduced political cost. They
also would enhance the prospects for enactment of the National
Development Bank legislation and would provide an enhanced
mission for the Commerce Department.
We have the following general concerns about the DDA proposal:
The principal benefits of the DDA proposal come from
the program consolidatinn legislation, and not from
reorganization. The program consolidations proposed
by OMB can be achieved only through signifieant
revisions of basic authorizing legislation.
ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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Transferring all of these programs to one agency by
reorganization plan, ~hile it may improve the prospects
for this legislation, will produce no substantial
benefits by itself.
Even after the economic development programs are
shifted to one agency (DDA or Commerce) we still must
convince each of the Congressional authorizing
Committees to accept specific legislation eliminating
their current programs and creating the new consolidated program. Obtaining the approval of the
Agriculture, Public Works and Banking Committees on
one set of eligibility criteria, planning requirements,
field structures, etc. will be a monumental task under
any circumstances (unlfke reorganization authority,
there is no 60 day action forcing deadline). Since
the Committees also will be jealously guarding their
legislativec jurisdictions, the task will be even more
difficult.
You should recognize that one conceivable outcome
of development assistance reorganization is a
situation in which all of the rogram resources are
transferred to a new Department Commerce or DDA 1
but none of the program consolidations have passed
Congress. This result would be chaotic from the
perspective of service delivery and could undermine
the credibility of the overall reorganization effort.
The DDA proposal would divide critical rural
development programs and separate them from the
widely acclaimed FmHA rural delivery system. FmHA
has evolved a highly decentralized delivery system
(46 State offices, 280 district offices and 1883
county offices), which effectively delivers FmHA's
housing, community facilities and economic development
programs. The OMB proposal, however, transfers FmHA's
econbmic development and community development
programs to DDA, separafing them from FmHA's housing
programs and the FmHA's rural delivery system. This
proposal is particularly harmful to the rural communities
that are least able to_deal with complex Federal programs.
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Moreover, DDA undoubtedly will create a rural delivery
system that parallels and duplicates FmHA.
The DDA proposal will dilute the private sector job
creating focus of our economic development programs
by placing them in an agency that is dominated by
housing and community development interests. HUD
has always been and continues to be principally a
housing and public development agency. It administered
no ecbnomic development programs until we created
UDAG in 1977 and still has little economic development
staff capacity outside of Washington (UDAG, HUD's
only economic development program, is run by 75 people,
all in Washington). HUD's Congressional authorizing
committees, in fact, have pressured the agency to
use more UDAG funds for "neighborhood" projects and
less for job-creating economic development.
Given this history, we are concerned that the economic
development programs will be step-child in DDA and
that there will be pressure to dilute their job creation
focus. Even if all of the economic development programs
are consolidated into DDA, these programs will represent
considerably less than 10 percent of the DDA's outlays
in FY 1980.
The economic development programs require high quality
management, because of their fre uent dealin s with
the rivate sector. HUD however is perceived perha s
unjustly to be a poorly managed agency, particularly
by the private sector.
While Secretary Harris has done a fine job improving
HUD's management, its reputation in the private secto~
may still be "red-tape, delays, etc." If we propose
DDA, we take the risk of turning our private sector
economic development programs over to an agency with
which the private sector still is somewhat uncomfortable.
Just as important, DDA conceivably could be characterized
in the Congressional cloakrooms as "taking one of the
Federal government's best managed agencies (EDA) and
transferring it to one of the worst bureaucracies (HUD)."
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The arguments in favor of keeping the economic
development and community development programs separate
are at least as strong as the arguments for combining
these functions in the same agency. We feel this
way for three reasons:
o

There are significant differences between
economic development and community development.
Economic development programs use public funds
to stimulate private sector job creation and
private sector investment. Community development programs are designed to enhance the quality
of public sector facilities. The clients and
constituencies of these programs are quite
different, as are their purposes. Combining
CD and ED, in our judgment, would relegate
the private sector to a subordinate position.

o

The distinction between CD and ED is recognized
by the clients of these programs -- local
governments. The majority of the Nation's
largest cities (including New York, Boston,
San Francisco, Philadelphia, Los Angeles,
Cleveland and Chicago) ~ave separate economic
development and community development departments.
These cities see the fundamental difference
between job-creating economic development programs
that deal with the private sector and community
development programs that deal with public
facilities and neighborhoods.

o

Coordination between CD and ED programs will
occur whether these functions are housed in
the same Federal department or in different
Federal departments. The Federal government
has virtually no control over how cities spend
their CDBG funds (CDBG is like Revenue Sharing
it belongs to the city as soon as the check
is sent). As a result, coordination between
CDBG and the ED programs can occur only at
the local level, not in Washington. In fact,
there are numerous projects that cities already
have put into place by combining their CDBG
funds with EDA grants, even though these programs
currently are administered by separate agencies.
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We are very concerned that the DDA proposal will cause
a bitter and politically damaging battle between urban
and rural interests and between Sunbelt and Frostbelt
interests. HUD, rightly or wrongly, is perceived
by Southern, Western and rural interests as being
an agency interested mainly in large distressed cities
in the Northeast. These interests will oppose DDA,
unless they obtain concessions from the Administration on issues such as targeting, eligibility criteria,
set-asides for their areas, etc. The concessions
we make to obtain their support, however, will be
viewed by our Northeast constituency as a retreat
from our commitment to the most distressed cities.
(The Northeastern Mayors feel you have done an
excellent job on the targeting issue. There is no
need to weaken their support for you over the reorganization issue). We cannot overemphasize our concern
about the potential political damage to the Administration, if we are right in the middle of vicious regional
and urban/rural legislative fights. Under these
circumstances, we are likely to alienate all of these
constituencies.
In our judgment, the substantive and political liabilities
of DDA outweigh its benefits. We believe that consolidating
the economic development programs (with the exception of UDAG)
in the Department of Commerce is a more sensible approach,
both substantively and politically. We favor this approach
for the following reasons:
The substantive benefits of the DDA and the Commerce
option are essentially the same. Both proposals
consolidate economic development grants (the Commerce
option would not fully consolidate the ED grants if
UDAG is not included), both consolidate the economic
development loan programs, both consolidate planning
programs, both provide a home for the National Development Bank, both will simplify the delivery of economic
development programs and both will save some money.
Although the Commerce option produces essentially
the same benefits as DDA, it will encounter far less
resistance in the Congress. By selecting the Commerce
option, we are likely to win the support of the powerful
Public Works Committees, Majority Leader Wright and
Southern and Western interests who perceive HUD as a
ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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Northeast, big city agency. Rural interests will
oppose both options, but will be considerably less
outspoken in their opposition to the Commerce option.
Congressman Ashley and some civil rights leaders may
oppose the Commerce approach, but they might be more
receptive if UDAG remains in HUD.
More importantly, most of this reorganization can
be done as part of EDA's reauthorization. The
National Development Bank bill could be incorporated
in this legislation, greatly enhancing the Bank's
prospects in the Congress. The reorganization plan
itself would contain only the transfers from FmHA,
SBA and CSA. It, therefore, would be far less
controversial than the DDA plan, which involves transferring all of EDA and much more of FmHA. (It is
worth noting that the same Chairmen of the Agriculture
Committees that oppose moving the Forest Service,
also oppose transferring FmHA to HUD. Since we will
confront these interests on the Forest Service shift,
we do not think that it is wise to confront them again
on FmHA).
--

The legislation required to achieve program consolidation will not be as complex or as controversial.
While some legislative changes still will be necessary
if you select the Commerce option, the majority of
the consolidations (particularly if UDAG is not included)
can be achieved through the EDA reauthorizing statute,
which will include both the EDA and National Development Bank proposals. In fact, it is likely that we
will achieve program consolidation more quickly under
the Commerce option.
The Commerce option avoids the divisive urban/rural
and regional legislative battles that DDA will precipitate. Unlike HUD, Commerce generally is viewed
as an agency that strikes an appropriate balance
between urban/rural and Northern/Southern interests.
It receives high marks from Northern and Southern
Mayors and urban and rural interest groups.
While virtually all Mayors and local officials are
unenthusiastic about reor anization in this area
most Mayors prefer the Commerce option without UDAG)
to DDA. Last week, we surveyed twenty-four Mayors
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to determine their views on economic development
reorganization (see attached comments.) Virtually
all of the Mayors felt that EDA and UDAG were functioning well and that reorganization in this area was
not a high priority.
When asked which reorganization option they preferred,
most of them preferred consolidating the economic
development programs, with exception of UDAG, into
Commerce. The strongest proponents of this view were
Mayors of smaller cities and Mayors from the South
and the West. The few notable exceptions were bigcity Mayors from the Northeast (i.e. Coleman Young,
Henry Maier). These Mayors feel that HUD is extremely
responsive to their needs. They believe that if the
economic development programs are consolidated into
Commerce, UDAG also should be expanded.
A proposal to consolidate all of the major economic development programs (including UDAG) into the Commerce Department
carries with it one major political liability. It probably
will be opposed by some elements of the Carter Administration
constituency -- Mayors from large cities in the Northeast
and many civil rights leaders. These people would view a
transfer of the UDAG program to Commerce (or placing the
Development Bank in Commerce) as a reduction in HUD's role
as the lead urban development agency and a slap in the face
of Secretary Harris and her leadership of the Department.
Secretary Harris also would be very upset. To allay these
concerns, we recommend that the UDAG program remain in HUD
and, perhaps, be increased slightly. We make this recommendation for the following reasons:
UDAG is one of the Administration's principal urban
initiatives. It is highly targeted to the most distressed cities and is extremely popular among Mayors,
civil rights leaders and Congress. Transferring UDAG
to Commerce would be perceived as a retreat from your
urban policy commitments.
The UDAG program has worked well and will make a significant di.fference in the development of many cities.
It will stimulate substantial new development in the
Nation's most distressed cities.
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UDAG is the most targeted urban development program
in the grant-in-aid system. If it were transferred
to Commerce and Congressional jurisdiction transferred
to the Public Works Committees, the degree to which
it targets aid to the most distressed cities would
be diluted. This would be a setback to our efforts
to target assistance to the places with the greatest
needs.
The UDAG program is set to expire at the end of Fiscal
Year 1980. We can fully examine the options for UDAG
extension at that time. There is little pojnt in
alienating this important constituency prior to 1980.
If UDAG were transferred, our urban and civil rights
constituencies would be enormously upset and undoubtedly
would seek to block the reorganization plan. If this
were done, the whole plan might fail or we might have
to abandon our efforts to move UDAG anyway. Either
action would be viewed as a significant "loss" for
the Administration.
If you decide to support consolidation of the economic development programs in Commerce, we strongly recommend that you
meet with Secretary Harris to discuss your decision before
it is announced. Her support will be essential if we are to
avoid alienating civil rights leaders and some large city Mayors.
Food and Agriculture:
We generally agree with OMB's recommendations that the Department
of Agriculture's role in food and nutrition policy be broadened
and strengthened. We believe that OMB's recommendations strike
an appropriate balance between changing the Department of
Agriculture's mission and maintaining the continuity of established
programs. We recommend, however, that HEW be involved in
the development of those proposals that directly affect HEW
programs in nutrition education and research.
OMB's recommendations take on added importance if you decide
to transfer the Forest Service and portions of FmHA from
Agriculture. In that case, the food and agriculture proposals
will help to reassure the agricultural community that the
Agriculture Department will remain a strong and influential
force in the Federal government. It will help dispell the
charge that we are "dismantling the Agriculture Department."
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Commerce Department:
The decision memorandum does not adequately articulate a new
mission for the Commerce Department. Since you have foreclosed
the "abolish Commerce" option, we believe that you must articulate
a new or enhanced mission for Commerce at the same time that
we are reducing its responsibilities in other areas (moving
NOAA and perhaps EDA). This memorandum recommends that
Commerce's mission include the major economic development
and commerce functions of the Federal government. Such a
proposal would combine ~11 of the major private-sector business
assistance and micro-economic analysis functions into one
agency. We also recommend that you give further consideration
to consolidation of the major trade functions into Commerce
at a later date.
If, however, you decide to propose both the Department of
Natural Resources and the Department of Development
Assistance, Commerce would lose 45-percent of its employees
and almost 60 percent of its budget. Under these circumstances,
we strongly recommend that you delay submission of these plans
until OMB has fully developed and consulted on their proposal
for a new Department of Trade and Business. By delaying these
proposals, you avoid the perception that the Administration
"doesn't want to eliminate Commerce, but doesn't know what
to do with it either." This perception could cause Congressional
supporters of the Commerce Department and business groups
to oppose all of our reorganization proposals.
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THE SECRETARY .OF COMMERCE
Washington, D.C. 20230

January 18, 1979

From:
Subject:

Reorganization

Your Administration has the opportunity now to meet your
commitment to make government more effective and efficient
through reorg;anization. I recommend that you consolidate
and enhance economic development and trade programs in the
Department of Commerce,. This is a bold economic initiative;
it is politically achievable this year;.and it will deliver
results promptly.
I support option 3 which would consolidate. economic
development programs and the National Development Bank
in the Commerce 'Department. We can use the reauthorization
of EDA which is. required in FY 1979 to achieve a major
reorganization. At the same time, we ·should move ahead to
consolidate trade programs in Commerce.
I am prepared to
work closely with OMB to prepare a trade reorgranization
proposal that would complement and enhance the prospects
for passage of the MTN• treaty. The improvement of our
international trade programs is closely linked to U.S.
indu'strial and economic development.
A reorganization which consolidates economic development
programs and trade programs and links them together in the
Department of Commerce is the right course:
o

International, industrial and local .area economic
problems are intertwined and must be addressed
together. Commerce has a unique core of technology,
trade, industrial and economic development programs
which provide a foundation for a sound u.s .
.industrial policy.

o

Your Administration is committed to a public/private
sector partnership to solve our economic problems.
Commerce's business orientation makes it particularly
sui ted to leverag.e private investment with limited
public resources.

o

Commerce. programs are run in a business-like manner;
we are experienced and competent in working with the
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private sector. In the last two years, Commerce
has built a good reputation with Congress, State
and local government and the business community
in delivering on LPW, our basic economic development
assistance, minority set-asides and trade expansion.
o

By building on Commerce's EDA programs, this
Administration can promptly.deliver its consolidated
services without interruption through the end o·f
the first term .•

o

This reorganization ispolitica1ly achievable in
FY 1979. By utilizing the reauthorization of EDA,
which has strong Co:r:1gressional support, the Administration can assure enactment of the National Development
Bank. This would be a major urban policy victory.

o

By strengthening the role of the Commerce Department.,
the Administration will enhance its support from the
business community.

o

A consolidation of economic development in Commerce
which addresses bot;h urban and rural economic
problems will ease snowbelt-sunbelt conflicts.

o

The u.s. faces serious balance of trade problems.
To strengthen our international economic position
we must consolidate ou:r trade. expansion and industrial
development programs. Economic development must be
linked to trade in o:r;der to improve the productivity
and competitiveness of u~s. industry.

:fn contrast to the above reorganization proposal, option 1, the
creation of a Department of Development Assist'ance, would be
de.trimental to the economic development objectives and accomplish:ments of the Administration.
A Department O·f D'evelopment Assistance would combine some of th.e
government's economic and community development programs,
including those now manag.ed by the Commerce Department, into a
new department responsible for economic development, community
development and housing. This option is·de.ficient in several
important respects:
o

DDA's primary mission would be community development
and housing. Economic development would become .a
subordinated, perhaps even an indistinguishable,
contributor to that end. DDA would be an artificial
amalgam of programs which have different purposes and
operating strategies.
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o

Community development and economic development are
.fundamentally different. Economic development stimulates
investment and creates private .sector j'.obs in economically
distres·sed urban and rural places. C'onununi ty development
serves a broader and less business-l.ike .purpose--to promote
the social welfare of conunu;fi,ities. and their .residents.
Instead o.f re·inforcing Federal economic development··
capacity to cope with new and threatening eco:rmmic
realities, DDA jeopardizes that capacity.

o

The critical tie between trade and economic development
functions would be lost.

o

DDA would be a HUD,...based superagency for:the distribution
of $37.8 billion in. gran.ts, loans, loan guarantees, a·nd
other a~sistance.
It· would be dominated by.. HUD 's ·social
welfare ethos and .its urban and housing industry con.:.. .
stituencies.
It would be torn by the same internal
conflicts that now impair HOD's capacity to fulfill its.
housing and community development roles.

o

It would relegate t'he private .sec.tor to a subordinate
position.

?'·

Natural Resources
As I indicated in our earl:iier conversation, I believe
there are several problems associated· with the pr.oposal ·to
move NOAA into a Department o.f Natural Resources.
While oceans responsibilities are now found ..in a number of .
agencies, the OMB proposal· only partly .resolves the· issue of
potential duplication s.ince ·it places only two of these ag.encies·
in the new department. More than half the·ocean regulatory
functions would remain outside the new department'sfurisdiction
after reor.g:an i za tion •
. Moreove:r, important National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration issues related to offshore oil and gas, fisheries,
deep seabed minerals, and -coastal land areas entail a ·co:rripJiex
balancing.of development and environmental interests. Such
issues must be treated within the context
.other economic
development, business, and t:rade promotion efforts. The
Department of Commerce- provides this context.

of

Finally, the Department has properly emphasized and provided
leade·rship in .ocean issues. The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Admin-istration is a smoothly functioning organization
which has .fared well within . the institutional structure -of Commerce.
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In conclusion, let me reiterate my support for a Commerce-based
reorganization of economic development and trade policies and
programs as the soundest and most forward-looking initiative.
This option is achievable in FY 1979. Economic development
reorganization and the creation of a National Development Bank
can be accomplished with greater .political and legislative ease
by utilizing EDA's ba:sic leg.islation which must be. reauthorized
this year and which has strong Congressional support·. The MTN
treaty and your internationaii.. economic policy initiatives
provide the incent'iv:e for consolidating trade functions this
year.
Mr. President, the Commerce option will accomplish your
objectives of achieving major reorganization and making economic
development and trade programs more efficient and effective..
It will provide a dramatic and sound step forward in the
economic and trade policies of the Nation.
Having made these recommendations, I am sure you know that
the Department of Commerce is prepared to assist you in
whatever decisions you may reach.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

January 18 , 197 9

MEMORANDUM TO•:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

DICK PETTIGREW

SUBJECT:

Reorganization Proposals of the
President's Reorganization Projec:t

I have been intimately involved in the preparation and political
assessment of OMB's proposals. On their merits, the OMB reorganization proposals are valid and need to be done. They will
modernize Cabinet structure, improve government managemen.t, and
strengthen the g.overnment's capacity to anticipate and build
for the future.
There are also compelling political reasons for proceeding. as
OMB recommends:
.,

Public demand' for increased government effectiveness has
risen steadily since you introduced the reorganization
issue in 1975. To meet your velry personal and distinctive
campaign commitment, you must act now. You will not be
able to demonstrate by 19'80 a sufficient fuifillment of
this commitment without further visible and bold restructuring.
The Congressional climate is unusually favorable. Experienced legislators like Representative Bolling and Senator
Jackson have emphasized this point to me. Virtually half
the Members in both hol:lses have served four years or less.
(You have been in off ice as long. as .a third of the House
and Sena·te.) This makes them relatively free of the agency
and interest group ties that historically work against
reorganization.
The reorganization authority, which expires in 14 months,
provides us a significant tactical advantag.e. Because
plans go into effect unless disapproved by either house
within 60 legislative days, we can wag.e an intense, shortterm campaign and be guaranteed a vote. This is a unique
advantage of reorganization matters over the other items
on your agenda.
I believe you can win on both initiatives with some political
costs, but with political benefits that more than compensate.
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Natural Resou'i'-ces
·

I.

A.

The Problem

Managing the Nation's natural resources -- land, air,
water, oceans,· wildlife -- is a substantial Federal responsibility. Bu.t organizational fragmentation and overlap make
it difficult to do a consistently good job. Exhibits I
and I I summarize relevant natural resources programs and
display the current jurisdictional fr:agmentation of resource
programs. This program dispersion creates real problems.
0

No one official, short .. of you, can take an
overview· of broad gauge resource issues: set
p<;>Iicies and priorities: or make decisions
that appropriately balance between conservation
and development.
No one addresses natural resources comprehensively, even though extensive interactions in
the physical world exist. Even when policy is
developed, often no one has clear authority to
carry it out. For.example, you have directed
the.Secretary of the Interior to implement water
policy reforms, buf ~~ has no authority for
Corps. or Agriculture project planning. Relating
natural resource programs to other areas,.such
as int~rnational relations, energy, and environmental protection, is difficult.
Numerous inconsistent fie-ld structures dealing
with the same subjects, such as grazing, recreation, and data collection, make it difficult
to coordinate policy decisions with State and
local g.overnments, or adopt a con,sistent position for particular regions. Citizens are confused by conflicting regulations in areas such
as camping or right-of...;way permits.
Responsibili'ties for each resource area (land,
oceans and water) are badly ~ragmented. For
example, water resources policy planning and
construction responsibilities are as·signed to
three operating agencies and the Water Resources
Council. Policy fragmentation especially injures
development interests because of the po.licy
inconsistency, uncertainty, and excessive regulatory costs and delays that it creates.
AD'1INISTRATIVELY CONFmENTW...
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EXIIllliT I
NATuRAL RESOllllCES l'R()(:RAMS

Department
or Ag_cncl'.
Interior

llureau

Cl i ents:___ _ _ _ _ _ _:::;llt~et (~~)___ ___E_~_!;£11_n_c_l___,
-----·-M-'i_s-'s-'i-'-o~n·-,---,-,---------miners, oilmen,
850- 9
5, 762
Manap,e·s 470 It acres of p·ubUdy-owoi•d lnnds ft1cludlnp, forests.
recrentl.onists, tlmher industry
Maro::tp,es oil nod gas lensing on the Outer C.ontlnentnl Shelf ..

llurenu 6f r.,.·nd
Management

Rancher~,

llureau of Mines

Mines, mineral industry,
government agencies

J.l6. I

2,500

Rt•search on mining ;ind metallior·gy technology:• Compiles
minei'nl resources inventories and :tssessment!\.

llureau of
necl:lmation

Farmers, ranchers, municipal
and industrial water usP.rs.

596

7,345

Plans, constrtocts and operntes water development projects
in 17 W<-stern States, primarily for irrigation li hydropower.

Fi~h

Puhl i c-at-lnrge, hui•lers,
fishcrmen, conservntiC"nists
envlron·mcnt.ri 1i sts

1135.5

5,215

Government agencies, State
geologists, forei~tn gov'ts,
planners-

6-IO, I

F. Wildlife

Service

Geological Survey

Heritage Conservation f, Recreation
Service

9;552

1142.2

580

520.7

9,142

1.5

27

Performs surveys and rescrach on mineral and water resourc<ls,
t.npogrilphy, geolop,y. Prepares maps and ch"rt11. M11n:1ges n1tner11 ls
and OCS leases.
Admin.isters l.alld lind Water CO:nservation l'imd. Administers
nntionwide recreation planning rond histori.c preservation
programs.

Nnt'l Pnrk Serv.

Cnoiij•crs, public-nt-large
Government agenci<-«

Office of Surface
mning

mnirig industry, farmers,
landowners
G.overnment agencie!'; unlversi~
t les, wa'ter. resource planner"

115. A

924

28 .II

75

Office of Territorial Affain

C:i t.\ zen,; of tert·ilories

119.2

Jli2

nureau of Indian
Affairs

In.dial•s, mineraI industry

1,399

12,777

Tru~tee

Forest Servlce

Foresters, timher industry,
recreation, cnvi ronmental i!;ts

I ,82,1

2.1,325

~lannges

Soi I Conservation
Service (partial.)

Fanner.s, ranchers, landowners,
planners

•

Army

Corps of Engineers
(civi 1)

State and local gov't,
farine·rs, r;n\'th<-rs, hoaters,
inland ~hipping interests

Commerce

Nat' I Oceanic :;
Atmospheric Administration

State govet·nmcnts, airlfne
and marine industry, publlcat-litrge, environmentalists

Water

Conducts res<-arch
on fish and wildlife. Protec.ts endnngered species.
_Operates fish hatcheries.

Office of Minerals
l'olicy 1\ Re«earC'h
Analysis

Office of Water
Research 6 TechilOiogy

Agriculture

Piohlic-at-lnrr,e, rer.reation:lsts,
historic preservationists.

~l~nages 30~1 acres of wildlife re fitges.

Gove·rrinu!itt agencies, State
F. local planners, environ~
mentalist~

291!.3

4,419

Mnnages

30~1

acres of National Parks.

l'crform·s mineral policy analysis.

Rr-gulates surface conl mlning and reclamation of abandoned
ri•l ne londs.
Admini~ters wroter resources research contracts.
Provides
grants tn imiversities for research.
Rc~ponsil>le

for Gunm, 1\merlcan. Samon, the VIrgin Islands and
the Trust Territories of the Pacific.

for lndi:tn lands and monies.
services.

Provioles social

187M acres of Nat.'! Foi·est lands. Provides assistance to State :tnd private forestry program. Conducts
forest and range research.

Plans and finance!! water resource proj<-cts in small «atersl:leds, !irimarlly for flood contJ"ol & drainage. Conducts surveys of soil conditions & prepores mrops. ~Ieasure's st:~owpack
& .forecasts wAter supplies in the West.

2,623

29,000

Plans, com~tructll, and operates w·att>r development project11,
prim,.rily for navir,,.t:lon, flood control, hydropower, and
recreation. Provides emergency response to natunl disasters
and nntfon.~l emerr.encies. Regulates di!lpoAal of dredged or
fill mat.ed.al a·n,l obstructions to nnvll(ntion.

777

12,530

~lannges

oce;m fishi.nr. resources; administers State coastal

zoiiE' milnagemcnt planning programs; protects mari roe mammals

mod endangered spt>cles; conducts research and assessmcnts
of the Jllarlne environment; monitors and predicts weather
::tnJ clim.1te; conducts research on meteorology and climate;
ltltd prepares marine charts and :~viation m:Jps.

60

llevelops Federal watt>r policy; administers Stote & river
hasin comprehen5ive water planning programs; establ
guidelines for water !•roject planning; ll conducts i
review5 of project plans.

EXHIBIT II

NATURAL RESOURCES ACTIVITtES
Water
Resources
Interior

Land
Resources

Plans. constructs, and·

M&naqes· 470 M acres o!

operates larqe !DUl:tiple•

publicly owned land for
multiple r'Urposes. inc:lud•
inq qrazinq, timber. mi~er

pUrpose

~ater

projeces,

primarily :or hydropower
~d irriqation.
~naqes

·freshwater !ish
haecheries.

ala·, recreauon. and
wildlife 1\abi ~u.
Manaqes. 60

~

acres of

publicly owned land far

Man-aqea Wild. and Scenic
River System ..

special purposes such as
ParJc.a and 11ildli~e
Refuqes.

~at.ional

Conduce. recreation planninq and histone ?reservaci·on proqrams. Adllunl.ster~
t.and. and wacer Conservation
!'un<f,

Atmospheric
Resources

Oceans
Manaqes oil and qas leasinq on the Oueer Continental ·Shelf· ..,hich involves
suppor't research in· marine
science and envi.ront!lental

impace seudiea.

Research, Science
• Oata Collection

Conducts a proqru ·of
wether· modification to
increase wa1:.er supplies in
the West.

Performs surveys .utd

assessments of uu.ner.sl
resources, includinq
9eoloqic l.nvestiqat.ions,
qeophysic&l sqrveys, anU
satelU.~ oOservat.J.ona·.

Juris•

dict'ional dispute onqoinq
..,ith· NOAA over !ueure
·M~aq•tnene

conducc.s "oroad-Oased
proqram of water r:esou.tce-s
researcn, fish and ..,ild•
li fa researCh# ecoloqical
research, marine IJlinerals
research. and land-based
mininq and minerals research
And: developNn1:

ot seAbed.

minerals.

!Unaqes a series ot fish
hatcheries !or anadr01:10us
!ish.

CondUc-r:.s· mar1ne IMDIIIWll
proqrams.

Conducts nati"onwide
proqrara of surface and
qroW\d ·J&ter tesources
mnit.orinq, incl.udinq
water quality. MaJ.neains
na~ional. waeer da~a
exchanCJe.

i1.equla.t.es surface c:oal
lllini.nq.

and protects
and threatened
species of plants and
wildlife.
~equlaces

endanq~red

P:t'epares maps and charts.

-:onducta forest. and ranqe
research for Federal aqe~

Hanaqes 187~ ac:re.s ot
National Forests !or mul·
t.iple purposes, includ.J.nc;
timber, qrazinq, Unerall.
rec:eacion and wildlife

F'orest
Service

:iea.
Prepares an annual renew•
able resources assessment ...

hab.i.UI:.

Provides technical and
financi'al assis:.ance co
State for•stry ;aoqral!ls.

cert.aJ.n land ana
soil maps.

P~:epa.rea

Plans and ~inances mult.ipLe~
pu~se wat.er projec~a in
small ..-atarsheds, ·?r:imarily

Conducts nationwide
surveys of soil conditions
and Cheir possi~le use&:
• conduc:es an in'teraq~ncy
proqra.m of snowp4c:k measuremenes and water -~ore
casts in Western States~

for !lood eonerol and drain·
~qe.

Administers marine fisheries proqrams, includinq
rese~ch and development
proqr~; proeects marine
!114D11Mls and. encia.nqered
species; conduces oceanoqraphic data collection and
research: a.dJD.inist.ers State
coastal· :one manaqemen~

National
oceanoqraphic
and Atmo&pheric

Admini.s era~ion

planrtin9 proqraJIUJ.

Monitors ·....eather a.nd climate.
Md prepares forecasts:
issues secret warninqa and
organizes. community ;>rep•r·
edness • .;onduco:s research
on meteoroloqy and weather
mod.i."fication; o~.raees vea~her and research satell·ites.

Conducts i.nteraqency pro•
qrUt. of olimat.e rese~hr
unaqes oceanaqraphic
and mar1.ne science proqrams' admi~ist.ers qrants
t.o universities ·for basic
research i.n ma.r1ne
·
sc:iences.
Manao.-!10 production and
distribution o·f. marine

charts and £Viat:J.On maps
and approach pla,tes.

Cor-ps ,!
tnCJ1•:~r•

const.ruc~s. an~opez• ·Hanac;es a. rtillion acres ~:tf Requlates ocean dwapinc; of
ates ..,at.er development pro- reservoir l"anda !or wltipl.tt dred.q~ maeerials W\der t.PA
jects. primarily for flood
uses, witi1 la.rqe recr.eation quiclelinea and veto power.
cone.rol. naviqacion, hydzo- st.tendance.
pgwe.r, and recreation. Pro•
vi des emerqency response to
fl90d a~d other natural
disasters. Re<;Ulat.es di.s90a•
al of <iredqed or fill ... ur-

Plans,

iAl and obstructions to

naviqation.

water Resol.lrces
Co unci 1

eevelops ..,ate.r··~esources
pol icy. M&MqeS eomprehen•
si ve river basin and St.ate
vat.er resources planninq.
ts~a.Dlishes qui·delines for

planninq· of water prC')ects.
Conduces an independent
rev1.ev of project plans.

Conducts hydrologic investiqations and collects
~t.er ·resource d.aca.
Manaqes enqineerinq research in support ct new
c:ana~ruction technJ.quea.
Conducts recreation ana
environlftl!ontal studies.
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Resource users complain, with reason, that the
public is r.eceiyi_ng inadequate benefits from
federally-owned land and timber res,ources. One
reason is that no Federal official is completely
accountable fo_r assuring that day-to-day decisions
reflect long-range productivity goals.
-

Today' s problems wi-ll intensify in the future
with increasing population, economic growth, and
increasing demand for recreation facilities:
Unclear assig;nment of responsibilities leads to
interagency comp·eti tion,. duplication of skills,
and failure to take advantage of economies of
scale.
Interior and NOAA have several areas of overlapping jurisdiction, including hydrology,
marine biology, mapping and charting, and deep
sea mining. Despite numerous coordinating
committees, the problems remain.
Interior and the Forest Service manage public
land for the same multiple, purposes. Yet each
has its own experts, investment levels, field
structure, and systems for dealing with the
public, including timber, cattle and recreation
industries ..
The three water dev-elopment agencies independently pursue their own project planning studies
in support of their own construction program
levels. This can cause unnece.ssary expense,
poorly conceived projects, and extra pressure
from hopeful bene.ficiaries.
All the natural resource agencies have research

and data programs, but there is no central
clearinghouse, making it difficult for agencies
and the public to take advantage of each other's
knowledge.
0

Trtcon;sistent regulations and procedures make it
time-consuming, costly, and confusing for natural
resources users.
Recreation services are provided by several
agencies. Different priorities and funding
levels result in some overdesigned and overstaffed facilities while others are neglected.
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Interior and the Forest Service, both managing
similar public lands, have different regulati.ons for pe.Jimits r fees, accounting methods!
recreati_onal usage and environmental regulations.
Thi-s situation i·s particularly troublesome when
the two agencies have adjacent or intermingled
land! and users· seek permits for grazing, access
roads or othe.r uses that cross j.urisdictions.
Responsibility for management of the outer
Continental shelf and certain marine mammals is
vested in Interior. NOAA has most other oceanrelated responsibilities and expertise, such as
oceanography, fishery regulation, coastal zone
planning and other marine mammals. This division
of closely related programs causes duplication,
confusion for develope-rs and environmental groups,
and fails to take full advantage of complementary
skills.
B.

Principal Alternative:
Resources · (DNR)

Department of Natural

Built on a reorganized Interior, a DNR would incorporate the Forest Service, NOAA, the Water Resources Council,
and the water planning functions of the Soil Conservation
Service and the Cbrps of Engineers. DNR would be responsible
for managing the Nation's natural resources and ensuring their
protection and wise use.
Once consolidated in a single department, DNR programs
could be realigned into major program components essentially
as follows:
0

NOAA (Commerce) and Outer Continental
Shelf (Interior) : .
In the DNR, a major component including NOAA
and the oceanic programs of Interior would be
created, giving these functions higher priority
and eliminating duplication.
This component
would be respon.sible for sound use and protection
o£ ocean resources, including outer continental
shelf leasing, fishery regulation and ocean
environmental protection.

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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Fores.t Service (Agriculture). and Bureau of Land
Management Clnterior) •
The experience and professionalism of the
Forest Service ·staff make it the premier multiple
use land management agency in the Federal Government. Within the DNR, the·· Forest Service would
provide the bas,e for this component and, over
time, would absorb the Bureau of Land Manag.ement
and its expertise in mineral leasing.
The. new
unit would be charged with ensuring the fulle-st
productive use of public lands, consistent with
sound conservation principles.

0

Geological Survey (Interior) and Bureau: of Mines
·(Interior) :
Minerals data gathering and policy analysis could
be consolidated in a science and minerals component.

0

National Park Service, Fish and Wildlife
Service, Herit·age Conservation and Recreation
Service (Interior) :
Within DNR, the National Park Service, Fish
and Wildlife Service, and Heritage Conservation
Service would continue to be grouped together,
permitting maximum efficiency in program delivery.

0

Bureau of Indian Affairs (_Interior) :
BIA would continue to be associated with the
DNR. DNR can reconcile Indian trust matters
with the overall public interest as well as
Interior has done.

0

Water Resources Council, part of the Corps of
Engineers (Defense) , parts of the Soil
Conservation Servi.ce .·(Agriculture) and Bureau
of Reclamation (Inte-rior}:
Water resources problems are being addressed
by the wate-r policy reforms.
However, these
policy directives can be more effectively and
permanently implemented with accompanying
organization improvements.
We propose a system which would consolidate in
DNR all functions and authorities needed to make
it accountable for effective control of water
AI:MINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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resources, while continuing to use the discipline and experience of the Corps of
Engineers as the construction agent of DNR.
We evaluated three options for handling water
.resources. Specifically, Option 1:_ would transfer to and c.onsolidate in DNR the Water Resources
Council and the policy, planning and budgeting
functions of the three water development agencies.
Detailed project design and construction f1:.mctions
of the Bureau of Reclamation and the Soil Conservation Service would be transferred to and
consolidated in the Corps, which would become
the government•s water project construction arm.
This step would redefine the mission of the
Corps, making it essentially a construction
agency capable of performing work for DNR as
well as other Federal agencies. The DNR would
plan and budget for all water development
activities. The Corps would act as construction
agent under strong policy and review controls
from DNR and would not be involved in new
projects until a new start is approved by the
Administration and Congress. The Corps would
have an increased design and construction
capability to undertake assignments for other
agencies. Separating project planning from
construction would reduce any incentives to
generate plans to support a construction program.
Although some inefficiencies may result from
separating planning and construction functions,
there would be net personnel cost savings of
$38 million annually. About 3,000 planners
would transfer from the Corps to DNR and about
6,100 Reclamation and Soil Conservation Service
construction personnel would transfer to the Corps.
The DNR would also exercise budget, planning
and policy oversight of the operations and
maintenance activities for completed water
projects. To this end, the Corps would continue
the day-to-day maintenance and operation of its
projects (under DNR guidance) , while the DNR
would operate and maintain current Interior
pro)e·cts. This arrangement would be subject to
future. adjustment as DNR deve,lops experience
in this area. The Corps would also continue
to process regulatory permits for dredge and
fill activities and obstructions to navigation.
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We evaluated other options for handling water
resources.* For example, Option~ is the same
as Option 1, except that DNR would do its own
ope.ration and maintenance on all reservoir
projects leaving primarily navigation operation
and maintenance with the Corps.
This option
would involve the transfer of appro~imately 5,000
additional Corps' personnel to DNR and may excite
more intense opposition in Congress.
Option 3 would retain the three water construction agencie;s and strengthen the Water Resources
council by providing an independent and fulltime Chairman and making it the lead agency for
water policy. The strengthened Water Resources
Council would provide policy leadership, independent review of projects, coordination with
States, and advice to OMB on budget proposals.
This option would cause minimal organizational
change and offers some improved management of
water resources programs.
In the past, however,
interagency coordinating bodies have not been
effective.
Exhibit III graphically depicts the resource and manpower transfers for a Department of Natural Resources.
Advantages of DNR
0

*

The functions could be performed at the same levels
with an estimated savings of $146 million and
3,55D positions (obtained over several years).
The
bulk of these savings (3,350 positions and $135
million) would result from merging similar functions,
streamlining internal organization, unifying
field systems, and improving service delivery.
The remaining 200 positions and $11 million would
result from abolishing or curtailing unnecessary
programs.

A suboption that could be instituted with any of the
water options would be to give the Department of
Transportation a direct role in the planning of water
projects that would significantly alter the existing
navigation capacity of rivers and harbors.
DOT and CEQ
support this suboption.
We make no re.commendation at
this time.
It appears that an appropriate role for
DOT in navigation projects can be prescribed by
Executive Order.
ADMINIS'!'RATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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DEPARiMENT OF NATU~AL RESOURCES

.cru-tlliiT III

BUDGET AUTHORITY BY SOURCE

(Millions)

SAVINGS
$146

USFS
9% $1,824

scs
l% $251

(after
transfers)

31%

$778

.........

WATER RESOURCES
COUNCIL
$60

~

0

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
$21500

SAVINGS

PERMANENT POSITIONS BY SOURCE

OF
AGRICULTURE
82,300

DEPAR~ENT

scs ,,

....s~~

710

USFS 261:
21,325

scs

3,550

DNR
88,530
(after
transfers)

3%
2,097

NOAA
4'.%

CORPS OF
ENGINEERS
29,000 (civil)

1.2' 540

.. ,
Q.,
~:,

DEPARTMENT OF
COOERCE
29,600

FY 1979 ESTIMATES

WATER RESOORCE
COUNCIL
lOS
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0

Services will be delivered better and faster.
Public and commercial firms seeking mineral
development, grazing, timber cutting or recreation use permits for Federal multiple-use lands
will only have to deal with one agency instead of
having to go to two different field office locations
and meet two different sets of permit requirements
and regulations. s·tate and local governments in
the West must now dea.l with two Federal land planning processes, review two sets of documents, and
attend separate planning meetings in order to be
heard. This extra coordination can be simplified
with one land management agency. Consolidated
mapping and charting service~ will make better data
available to public and commercial users at lower
cost.

0

All natural resource management is highly related.
For example, managing the public·lands means
managing the wildlife that live there, the water
that runs over and off of them, the minerals
beneath them and the trees that grow on them.
Separating these forces of nature in the bureaucracy doesn't work'.

0

A more uniform science data collection system and
exchange of research re.sul ts would provide a better
basis for informed decisionmaking.

0

Policy and case decisions would be balanced better
in an institution having an overview of all
resoqrce areas and a broad constituency spanning
both development and conservation perspectives.

Disadvantages of DNR
0

NOAA's programs, particularly fisheries, are
economic development and food related a·s well as
natural resource programs.

0

Divesting the Corps' project policy, planning, and
budgeting functions from construction functions
might deprive the planners of construction expertise,
a:nd vice versa. The Corps might eventually have
to redevelop a planning capacity.

0

Separating the Forest Service from Agriculture
would break the links between the agencies and
force some farmers to deal with an extra department. The Forest Service is doing a good job
where it is.
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0

Reorganization always causes short term disruption and costs, and would not eliminate the
overlap and duplication completely.

0

Some argue that having two or more agencies
involved in natural resource manag.ement encourages
creative competition and improved delivery of
services and leads to better public information
and participation in decisionmakihg.

0

Some environmentalists argue that one agency
might not be able objectively to resolve conflicts
regarding use of natural resources: negotiation
amo:r1g Cabinet level officials may produce a better
result.

c.

Other Alternatives Considered

We considered four other alternatives and consulted
widely on them.
(a)

Department of Agriculture and Renewable
Resources --

This option would consolidate USDA's land
and water functions, primarily the Forest Service
and Soil Conservation Service, with public land
management, water resources, and ocean fisheries
from other departments. Consolidating in
Agriculture would appear to give a greater production emphasis to resource management.
For
example, development, marketing and use of fish
as a food source would become a primary focus of
the ocean fisheries program. Merging the Bureau
of Land Management and the Forest Service would
solve the problems as:sociated with having two
separate land management agencies and build on
the Forest Service, the stronger of the two units.
Agriculture has experience both in managing
public lands and assisting private owners with
private. land management.
Interior has experience
with public land only. On the other hand, public
lands are managed for many uses other than the
production of food and fiber emphasized by
Agriculture. Federal responsibility for those
other uses, such as mineral development and
management of fish and wildlife, would remain
in Interior and continue the fragmentation in
these areas.
·
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Improved Coordination Without Major
Realignment

This option would retain the existing interagency structure and establish a Natural Resources
Council, or individual councils for land, water,
and oceans to develop policy and coordinate actions.
This option would avoid disruption but would create
additional layers of government, especially in the
Executive Office. Accountability would be confused,
and previous attempts to rely on coordination alone
have been poor.
(c)

Department of Natural Resources and
Environment

This option would join most natural resource
management programs, plus environmental regulatory
programs of the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA).
It is not feasible because EPA's jurisdiction goes well beyond resource management to
include regulation of many other areas, such as
urban and industrial wastes.
EPA is increasingly
oriented toward public health.

(d)

Department of Oceans and Atmosphere

A Department of Oceans and Atmosphere would
be responsible for oceans, coastal and atmospheric
affairs, and would consolidate the bulk of the
programs associated with those activities (except
for military programs). The Department would
include the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and the Maritime Administration from Commerce and the U.S. Coast Guard from
Transportation~
The option would recognize the
growing importance of the oceans and ocean
resources to the Nation.
It would also improve
coordination among Federal activities relating
to the oceans. However, the Department addresses
only a part of the botal natural resource issue
and would leave other fragmented resource areas
unaddre.ssed.
Agency Comments
"Commerce believes that the proposed DNR lacks a clear
policy focus, in that it would be neither a resource development agency nor a resource conservation agency.
It states
that the concept fails to view natural resources problems
as economic and social issues as well as biological and
ecological issues. Commerce also believe-s that NOAA is
working well at Commerce and that DNR will be primarily a
IDUNISTRATIVELY · CONFIDENTIAL
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land and water use agency and, therefore, not the best home
for NOAA.
Fina.lly, Commerce believes that the full benefits
of the concept cannot be obtained without consolidating
policy and regulatory authorities not now included in the
proposal (such as those of the Coast Guard and EPA) .
Accordingly, the Commerce position is that oceanic and
atmospheric functions should not be inc.luded in the proposed
DNR. II
"Army addresse.s only the Water Development Option and
favors Option 3, a strengthened Water Resources Council.
It believes that with strong leadership, and the new water
policy in place, coordination would work and would be a
less costly alternative. Army believe·s that the recommended
option would jeopardize politically the implementation of
other water policy reforms; that the loss of planning
functions would handicap the Corps, particularly in giving
military support during times of emergency, and in recruiting;
and that the change would result in delays and increased
project costs. Army argues that divesting water project
planning will deprive future project planners of lessons
learned in the design, construction and operation of existing
ones.
The Corps would have to reacquire at least 650 of the
3, 000+ 'planners' listed under Option 1 in orde.r to effectively link planning with design and construction, and to maintain
the skills necessary to discharge any remaining regulatory
responsibilities. Army also believes that separating budget
and management responsibilities for operations and maintenance
conflicts with fundamental principles of ZBB."
Defense concurs with Army and note·s that total consolidation of water resources functions in DNR would be particu- .
larly detrimental to the Corps' defense related functions.
Office of Science and Technology Policy supports the
DNR and believes that it should be accorded priority among
the domestic proposals. OSTP believes that science and.
technology will be strengthened through consolidation o£
atmospheric and ocean activities with related land activities.
OSTP notes that the internal alignment of programs within
the Department would have to be carefully devised reflecting scientific concepts. With respect to water resources
functions, OSTP prefers complete consolidation of planning,
budgeting, construction and maintenance activities in DNR.
The Council on Environmental Quality supports the DNR
and believe.s the water resources recommendation is particularly important, both in solving current problems and in
providing the Corps a new mission. CEQ supports the option
of giving operation and maintenance responsibility for
AI:MINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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reservoir projects to Interior. CEQ believes that DNR should
have clear authority to deal with private land use protection
and conservation issues; that a "Life Sciences Center" should
be formed to provide scientific opinion on ecological issues;
that the Corpsr navigational transportation functions should
be transferred to the Department of Transportation; and that
Energy Department responsibilities for regulating energy
minerals leasing activities should be a part of DNR.
Justice supports the DNR concept, but believes that
the water resources option will not give DNR sufficient
control over the Corps~ in view of its close relations with
the Public Works Committees.
It also warns that BLM should
not be allowed to downgrade the Forest Service professionalism.
Transportation recommends that they be given a controlling role for any navigation project that would significantly
expand or extend the present water transportation system.
Approximately $10 million and 40 personnel should be transferred from the Corps to DOT. This would permit tradeoffs
between all transportation options -- rail, highway, pipeline and waterway -- and ensure the maximum utility of
Federal investments.
Agriculture believes that the Forest Service and BLM
should be combined and that the resulting agency should be
built around the Forest S.ervice. The new ag.en.cy should
be placed so as not to diminish its contribution to national
productivity. Agriculture takes no position on where the
new agency should be located. Agriculture supports the
portion of the recommended water resources option that would
merge water policy and planning functions, but opposes the
portion that would merge construction functions in the Corps.
"Energy supports the principle of natural resources
consolidation but believes that there should be a more
critical review of the functions whose performance must be
improved by the proposed reorganization, and that such a
review might well alter the proposed organization.
Specifically, DOE is concerned that management of nonrenewable resources (energy and minerals) should be given
more attenti.on in the proposed DNR, that energy leasing
and regulatory functions should be streamlined, and that
Energy and other affected agencies should continue to be
involved in major water resource decisions."
Labor supports DNR and finds the arguments fo·r it
compelling, but believes it will be difficult politically.
T.he Environmental Protection Agency supports the DNR,
and believes that the dredge and fill permit program should
either rema.in with the Corps or be transferred to EPA.
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Interior strongly supports the DNR concept and most of
the recormnendations. However, Interior believes that moving
to DNR all water-related planning, budgeting, construction,
operation and maintenance of the Corps and Soil Conservation
Service would be preferable if attainable.
Recog.nizing, the
political difficulties with full consolidatLon, Interior
believes that, in addition to the transfers in Option 1, the
operation and maintenance of Corps' reservoirs should be consolidated with the Bureau of Reclamation's reservoirs in DNR.
Interior believes that the Energy minerals leasing regulatory
functions should become a part of DNR.
Decisions
(1) Should additional functions be grouped with
Int.erior to form a Department of Natural Resources,
including all of Interior, the Forest Service,
and NOAA?
Yes, include all recomrrtended programs
(OMB, Interior, OSTP, CEQ, EPA recormnend;
Justice, Energy support in principle)

,__1_~1

I

Yes, but do not include Forest Service

I

Yes, but do not include NOAA

/

I

No (Commerce recormnends)

(2) If you have chosen a DNR, how should wat·er resources
be handled?
Option .!_:
Have DNR be responsible for all water resources
programs including development of water policy,
pre-authorization and pre-construction planning,
budgeting and funding for all projects and maintenance and operation of completed facilities;
have the Corps serve as design, construction,
maintenance and operations agents for DNR (except
for the maintenance and operation of Bureau of
Reclamation projects) . Move construction personnel from the Bureau of Reclamation and the
Soil Conservation Service to the Corps.
( OMB recormnends)

I

I
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Option

Same as Option 1, except that DNR would do its
own operation and maintenance on a11 reservoir
projects, transferring 5,000 people from the Corps
to DNRA
It would leave navigation operation and
maintenance with the Corps.
(Interior and CEQ
recommend)

I

I
~:

Option

Strengthen the Water Resources Council primarily
by providing an independent and full time Chairman,
but make no prog.ram transfers among agencies.
(Army, Defense recommend)_

I

I
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Development Assistance
A.

The Problem

This country continues to experience·subnational.
deve.lopment problems that jeopardize the fulfillment of our
national economic goals. These problems take the form of
( 1) large pockets of chronically unemployed people le.ft
behind by changing economic circumstances in urban and rural
areas~ (2) inadequate public and private facilities in rural
are.as and small towns, and deteriorating infrastructure in
cities; (3) disruptions caused by such factors as base closings,
regulatory actions, rapid growth, the decline of particular
economic sectors, changes in transportation or production
technology, and trade pressures.
Macroeconomic ·policies are too broad to addre·s·s these subnational problems without adversely affecting. the national
economy. Nor do outright cash transfers provide a longterm solution, since they generally fail to affect the underlying causes of distress and thus increase local dependence
on the Federal Government.
What is needed, as re.flected in your urban message and elsewhere, is a development approach aimed at strengthening the
long-term social and economic base of local areas and
encouraging private job creation.
To be effective, such an approach requires:
0

harnessing a critical mass of the limited
resources available;

0

us.ing a variety of development tools, especially
business assistance, public facilities, planning,
and housing;

0

streamlining program delivery to permit timely
decisions;

0

involving different levels of government and the
private sector;

0

taking account of the increasing interdependence
of urban and rural areas; and

0

creating a solid analytical capacity to identify
problems, formulate responses, and evaluate results.
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Unfortunately, however, the organization of Federal
development assistance programs diverges from what is needed
in almost every respect:
0

Programs and resources are·severely fragmented
Economic development assistance is splintered
among ten programs in five agencies:
(Economic
Development Administration (EDA); Department of
Hous.ing and Urban Development (HUD) ; Farmers Home.
Administration (FmHA) ; Small Busines·s Administration (SBA); and Community Services Administration
CSA)). The proposed National Development Bank
would create a sixth.
Community facilities assistance is scattered among
three agencies (HUD, FmHA, EDA) and the Title V
Regional Commissions.
Seven prog,rams in three agencies (HUD, EDA and
FmHA) and the Title V Regional Commissions provide
funds for development planning.
·
Exhibits IV and V describe these programs and
depict the organizational fragmentation.
Exhibit
VI shows the confusion faced by State and local
officials who seek development assistance.

0

Program proced,ures differ
Each of these programs has·its own funding cycle,
planning requirements, eligibility standards, and
application proce.ss, making coordinated use of
Federal tools difficult.

0

Delivery systems diverge widely
HUD, EDA, and FmHA use different delivery systems,
even though they provide almost identical forms of
aid to many of the same communities. For example,
EDA relies on regional offices and a network of
multi-county development districts while HUD operates
from regional offices, ar'ea office.s, insuring offices
and valuation stations. Communities must therefore
go not only to different agencies, but to different
cities to get the assistance they need.
Different agencie.s also make different uses of
State and local governments.
For example, Title V
ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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EXHIBIT tV

1979 Budget
1979
Loan
Authority.
1979.!/
Authority
Enacted
Department or
(Millions) (Million&) Personnel
____A~g•e~n~c~r~.----------~P~r~osg~r~am~-----------~C~l~i~e~n~t~--------~--~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--------~~~Missio~n~·--------------~---------UDAG

HUD

CDBG Entitlement
CDBG small cities
701 Plan
701 Planning &
Researcb
Housing
Commerce*

Agricuiture

EDA I, I II , IV,
and IX

All communities meeting
"distressed" criteria
States, communities, local
public bodies

400

78

2,652
657

709

111

270

26,859

8,660

396

756

$

States, area wide planning
agencies
Private developers, local
housing authorities,
ingividuals
States, counties, com~
munities, meeting "distresse<;l" criteria

Fosters economic development in distressed cities
and urban counties.
Promotes development of viable communities.
Strengthens planning capabilities for community
and economic development.
Promotes decent housing and a s.uitable living
environment.
Assists distressed areas in increasing or retaining
private sector job opportunities.

EDA Title II

Business in "distresse<l'4
areas

96.5

334

63

J::.ncourages or maintains private sector job opportuJ1ities in distressed areas.

EDA Trade Adjustment A_sst.

Bus. injured by import
competition

95

212

11

Allows firms to adjust to import competition.

Title V
Commissions

States in Title V Regions

63

94

Promotes economic development of "lagging'' regions.

FmHA (Com.
Facilities &
Waste Disposal)

States, political subdivisions which serve
rural areas

FmHA (Bus. &
Industrial Loans)

Business in rural areas

FmHA (Indust.
Dev. Grants)

Public bodies in rural
communities

10

Local development
authorities (for b.usinesses) in distressed
areas

3,530**

National
Development
Bank

637.9'!:./

SBA

Sec. 501, 502

State and local development corporations

3L

CSA

Community
Economic
Development

Community Development
Corporations

48

*Excludes Steel Loan Guarantee Program, funded with carry-over
1/

~

PFT personnel except FmiiA which represents manBA for grants and loans.

1,150

435

Promotes development of viable rural communities.

1,100

210

Facilitates development of private business to
improve the economy of rural communities.
Facilities developmentof private business to
improve the econ9my of rural communities.

3,665**

:)5

of $96M.

263**

Encourages and assists the retention and developmerit of permanent private sector job opportunities
and private sector investment in distressed areas.

14

tncourages economic growth and prosperitv in Stater
and communities.

42

Encourages development in urban and rural low
income areas.

**Proposed for 1980.

valent of staff time.
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Planning Aas_iatance

l'ql1ncy

l:iccnatii(:

5M l<k.!ly &e.cf:l~

Dewlq~t

Cbnrunity Dowlopnent
__. ___ . _•.

r.ooranic o...jJ"""""t Grants

n.dvUcal 1\asist.once

PrOvldee cp-anta for public Wo<kil activltiea,
.-->lYing local loan furda and operatlm of

a varietY of local, .aroa state ..m· niltiatate ec<lnclnlc developiun~ projects.

Provldoa direct Technical Aaslstanoe and
grants to di.-.rae-9~ of istata, local
j)ublii:: aid pd'liatP lnlltitutlcna, uniwrsllles,
fi~. ard professla>Al aaoociaUcna'

l'rovi_deB ()(l1111U>lty dawlrpnoint
plbllc worlc.a grants ard '""""•
pl,;.,ii"'J All&lot.oroe, ard
technical asala~.

P-rovides grants to develop t}., ~ _None
henslve planning capobilitlos of State
ond local ~. ond AUlti-a>mty
area planning ........ -.

Provide cp-ants foi: business-related public
WorKs activities ard U.. q:eralim of a variety of local, state - · aufti-sta_ta ~c
developoent projects via llliiG ard lnlG.

Provides direct -n.chnlcal l\sslotMOC arid
grarits I:D a diverse groq> ol State, local
public ard private instltu_tlms, W>lwrslU"~<j
firms, ard proCesakriol a8sociations.

Provides ~lty -l0(11U1t
furds for public ..Oiils planning
assistance, tedlnloal asalstanoe and Clp>ratlmal fun<la.

_M:lne

ltln&

Provid<!$ "'"""'J"'l'l ard t.ecl01lcal assistance
to ..... buslneaoes ard turds university

lotlre

Provldell grants I:D develq> tha OOIIPrehcnslva plarnlng Clll"'i)lilties of Slate
ard local 9<JW<nnmts, AUltl"oounty
developrent districts; and fPI' designated anoll - a i i i l c areas.

IU>

EXI-!IBIT V

Qlon<.Uc Devel"f''"">t

loans

ProVide• bulllneea lOIINI ard
CjllMantees I:D flma that can
"""""'trata that jobl · ard lncxme _will be c.mated or ...and that U..re Is a n.a:eaw:.Ie·
assurance ()( repayment.

Provides via State ard local DeWIOI"'-".nt (b,ponles funds for
oo. ineoa loonil ard qU&rimtaes to
u..., that c.i.n dei.owtrate that
jobl ard ~will be created
Or savu:l ard that tll8re is a
~a aaourance of ftP'Y-

501 ' 502 lnclustrial Loan
Prilgt_.... ,

a

n

center•.·

--.t.
Nlil

(Qlly 1\lral
DeWloprllllt

Pi-ogr..... )

csr.

Provides cp-anta I:D <levelop the <XllVi"eh<o.nslw planning capobllities of. rural
O<m1Ul1Ue8 aid llllltl-uutty planning
b<xlles. 'lb_is la provided via_ tha floHA
111 - - ard through tha Soll 0Jnaeri4tim Seriioe •a ~seard\, 0Jnaerv8tlm ard DeWlopnent Proqtlllll.

IWy G::lmullty ~

Provid&a cp-anta tD rural ......,. for deuelopnent
Provides loan 'ifll'l"lint- I:D
flmo that con """""'trata that of induetrlal parka.
jobo ard l.nc:olea will- be created
cir NWd ard that then Ia a
~la uaurancio of r - amtt rural ......,. only.

ProVIdes CJl"llrlt funda I<> Cbnlllnity Develop"""'t Oori>Oratlona ..t>ldl me ti:ieae furda
for· illveatraent J.n tor profit. tus1.1'11e8oes
that pro.ilde eur>l,y,..,nt <W!>rtmftlea.

Ncroo

Jilooo-ooic Do>-

Wlop!Ult

Pro-

graioiil
Title Y 11eq ia>Al

(bnadsala.a

Pi-oYides qrant.a to dovelcip the OCI'1)rohenslw ptamln9 Ooll"'bilities of Stat&
Goovta_. "!1d oulU-<X>Unt)' plann1Jl9 OOdles
and dewl.oplult dletrlcta, ph.\9 special

'l1iroU<Jh an "extensive field dell wry syst.em,
an indepth _tocf_>niclll asslatancc progrillll is ·
available to State, local pULlic ard
~lvate lnstitutiaM, fiRWJ an) ~90Ciat.Jais.

ime

Provide ...WI.OO>ental public works vrant:S
to othi!r bilalc pro<JrilliB Md cp-anta tD rorduct
opeclal doallrwtration projocta of a varied

nature.

-

-

P=vldes grant funis to OllmUnlty O.!VClO!,..
"}'rit· O>rporaticna >llidl use. U_IL'OO funds
for

~aial.ot ~cal

Maietanoa ..

Provides direct Technical AssistiUloe md
cp::aJ\t.S to Stale anr1 local «pVCn:-\'!l!uls,
oulti-s_tat.e ~lopn>nt organlzatioos,
private fhma ard professlcnal ossoclaticns.

planning ai:Uvltles of U.. 1\Jltl-stata
Aeglonal o:.m.lsolons. 11us Is provided
via Tl tle V of U.. I'Wlic Works ard
nnoalc Deve.lcprent 1\ct of ·i96.5.
National

.r..nt:Bonk

oewtop-

(~)

Will provide lt>ons. cpilrant<ies,
ard .eia-tOO s\blldlea I:D f i . -

None

sa-

that clelralatrate that jobs and
ill<)(J1tifl will be created or
and that U..re is a reasonable
AssuranCe of repayment.
-

Provide grants tD bus ineBacs as a sube idy
tD lnfl....,a, u..ir locatim decisions.

Will provide direct Techni_oal 1\ssistilnre
~ grant& to State ard local 7"1""""'~,
m~ti-st.atc dCYelorilelt or.c;Janizatims,
private finre ard pro~eSaianal aseociatlons.

.,.,..,,_t

Provides oann .. ttr
grants for ..,tar ard - " " dlaP""--" 1 ays.__ ani loan& to-e
an asoortmmt of canrunlty
facilltiea.

P£ovldes grant f\&ld9 _w (Jan....,ity
o C..v"lO(trent l'OrporaUcna lobidl
.~~ U~~E.Joe

funds tor O::&dlalnit.y
Po.:..,IO(-.rent activities.

Pr·wides SUR•l....,ntal cp-ant.s
anl dt"'"'stratlon project&,

plaJu~.~ aSaistatx..-8 aid t.edlntcal

assistance.

t.t.lll8

·---------.,.....-~~-------·-·----·--·· ..
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EXHIBIT VI
CURRENT DEVELOPMENT ASSIStANCE DELIVERY SYSTEM
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Regional Commis,sions rely on the States for development planning and programming, while HUD and EDA
largely bypass the States.
0

Authority does no·t match responsibility
Agency responsibilities are split along both g.eographical and functional lines so tha~ Cabinet
secretaries often lack program authority to carry out
their responsibilities. No Cabinet o£ficial has the
authority to devise and carry out overall development
policies.
For example, although USDA has the rural development lead, 75 percent of development grant funds
to rural areas are in HUD and Commerce. Commerce,
which has major economic development responsibilities,
spends most of its EDA funds on public facilities,
while HUD, which has maj.or community facilities
responsibilities, spends more on economic development projects through its Urban Development Action
Grant (UDAG) and Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) programs than all of EDA.

Thi.s fragmentation causes major admini.strative and
programmatic problems, including:

° Confusion and excess:i ve administrative burden and
cos't at the State and local level
Separate regulations, requirements, and management·
procedures cause confusion at the local level,
particularly when prcijects involve a mix of housing,
economic development and community development, as
they often do.
Small cities and rural areas, in
particular, complain that only cities with extensive
and costly grantsmanship operations can sort out the
maze and get adequate development funding.
0

Limited ability to involve the private sector
T.he number of agencies and procedures to be followed
for packaging complex projects results in long lead
time·s before projects can g.et underway.
One agency's
refusal can jeopardiz·e the project, making busines<ses
reluctant to get "tied up'' in government red tape.

ADMINISTBATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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Inefficient use of Federal personnel and resources
Opportunities to save administrative costs are being
lost.
In fact, there is a trend toward further waste
and overlap. Three agencies are ekpanding staffs to
conduct similar economic development functions
(FmHA, HUD, and EDA). The National Development Bank
will require the same ski.lls. HUD, EDA, and FmHA
are reviewing plans and applications from the same
communities, often for the same proj.ect.
Coordination
can help, but it is costly and wasteful and seldom
provide.s a long te,rm solution.

0

Unnecessary rigidity in the system; lack of
flexibility to respond to local needs and opportunities; inability to pool and focus limited funds
Each categorical pr·ogram has a slightly different
viewpoint, targeting criteria and requirements.
Each community must attempt to tailor its strategy
to react to the changing mix of often narrow and
not always consistent agency viewpoints and funding
levels.

0

Lack of policy focus and direction
Fragmented programs and agency responsibilities make
it difficult to devise and implement coherent
national policies. No one ag.ency can formulate
development strategies that balance the needs of urban
and rural areas or set priorities among differen-t
types of developme-nt tools.

0

Difficulties in comparing and evaluating the
effectiveness of different approaches
Wide variations in data collection and interpretation
among programs and agencies hamper evaluation. No
agency can evaluate the total impact of development
assistance programs.

0

Gaps and overlaps in geographic coverage
G~ps

and overlaps result from the widely different
definitions of urban and rural used in different
programs and the presence of three different agencies
(HUD, EDA, and FmHA) providing virtually identical
kinds of assistance to smaller communities.
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Issues

Three key substantive issues underlie decisions on how
to organize Federal development as,sistance programs.:
1.

't"7hether to separate community development and
economic development programs
Two types of Federal assistance are available to
he,lp revitalize local communities:
(1) community
development assistance to States and localities
to improve basic community facilities, rehabilitate
housing, provide certain needed services to the
poor, and carry out such functions as code enforcement; and (2) economic development as·sistance to
communities and private busine•sses to encourage job
l;"etention or creation through investment in needed
public facilities or direct loans to businesses .
Although these two type.s of assistance serve somewhat different purposes, the overlap be,tween them
is substantial and local o£ficials often do not
distinguish between them in practice. Much of the
"economic development" ass.istance. goes for basic
community f.acili ties of the sort eligible for
funding, under the "community development" programs
(water and sewer lines, land acquisition, street
improvements, etc.).
Similarly, a sizeable share
of the "community development" funds are used for
business assistance purpose·s (feasibility studies,
revolving loan funds providing financial assistance
to priv:ate companies, public facility inve,gtments
supporting new busine,gs expansions 1 etc.}.
Because the activities funded hy these two sets of
programs are so similar, and because succes·sful
projects frequently require both, there is a strong
argument for colocating them to provide one stop
shopping for governors, mayors and other officials.
The major counter argument is that colocating
economic development with broader purpose community
development programs might divert economic development funds from job creation efforts.

2.

Whether to separate economic development assistance
to·business from economic development assistance
to State and local governments
You may wish to combine economic development and
community development, but separate assistance that
AJ:MINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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goes directly to businesses to encourage them to
locate in distressed areas from assistance that
goes to governmental units for the same purpose.
The basic argument for this division is that the
technical skills and outlook required to provide
assistance to businesses differ markedly from those
required to assist the public sector. The major
argument against this s,eparation is tha.t most
local projects require a combination o·f public
and private assistance and the separation would
make it more difficult to forge public-private
partnerships to promote development deals.
Public
economic development assistance is often passed
through to businesses through loans or other
activities for the same uses as direct business
assistance. In addition, the economic development
aid to business is different from other types of
business assistance since it is designed chiefly
to encourage and aid business involvement in
efforts to help lagging local areas rather than to
subsidize business in general.
3.

Whether to separate urban.and rural development
programs
The community and economic development programs for
rural areas in the Farmers Horne Administration
duplicate many of the programs in HUD and EDA., both
of which operate community development and economic
development programs in both ur.ban and rural areas.
The major argument for making this urban-rural
division is that the needs and capabilities of
communities differ in urban and rural settings,
requiring different prog.rarns and deli very systems.
The major argument for merging urban and rural
programs is that it is hard to draw a clear line
between urban and rural areas.
In addition, the
development problems of urban and rural areas are
highly interrelated.

c.

Principal Alternatives
Option 1: Group major Federal community and ·
economic development assistance and some housing
programs for urban and rural.areas into a Depart~ent
of. Development Assistance; streaml.ine and consolldate Federal development assistance programs.
This option would combine in a single department
a core set of development tools available to
governors, mayors, and other public.and private
ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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officials seeking to revitalize local areas
and attract jobs and businesses.
It is based on
the view that effective economic development
promotion requires a public-private partnership
and the· coordinated us.e o'f a variety of development tools -- especially public facilities,
business assistance, and housing.
It also takes
account of the interdependence o.f urban and rural
areas and the difficulty of drawing a sharp
division between the two. The Department of
Development Assistance would become the focal
point of Federal efforts to encourag.e the longterm viability of States, reg.ions, and local
areas of all sizes and the agency responsible
for formulating balanced development policies
and programs. Within the department, economic
development programs would be kept distinct from
community development and housing to ensure that
they do not lose their jobs creation focus.
The
internal organiza.tion would provide special representation for rural and urban concerns and take
account of the special delivery system needs of
small towns and rural areas.
The option embodies
not only organizational changes, but also a number
of program consolidations that the organizational
change.s make possible.
Organi.zational Changes
The following program authorities would be included in
the Department O·f Development Assistance (DDA) :
Current Agency

Programs

Commerce

Economic Development Administration, all programs;
Title v Reg,ional Commissions

B.epartment of Agriculture:
Farmers Home Administration

Community facilities, water
and sewer, and Business and
Industry Loan programs

HUD

All programs

SBA

Section 501 and 502 programs

National Development
Bank (proposed)

All programs

Community Services
Administration

Community economic development
program
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Exhibit VII depicts the transfer of resources and personnel
associated with this option. Exhibit VIII shows general
placements in the resulting department~
Exhibit IX shows
the streamlined development assistance delivery system.
Program Change.s
This option would make possible a number of program
changes that would streamline further the Federal
development assistance programs.
All of these program
changes would require separate legislation and could
be pursued simultaneously with the org.anizational changes
or be phased in over a period of time.
Consolidated Economic Deve-lopment Assistance Program
Combine 12 individual economic development grant and
loan programs into:
(1)

a consolidated economic development grant ~rogram
(EDA Title I, IV, IX, Sees. 30l(a) and 304; HUD
UDAG; FmHA Industrial Development Grants);

(2)

a consolidated economic development loan program
building on the proposed National Development
Bank.
(National Development Bank programs; EDA
Title II Business loans; FmHA Business and Industry
loan guarantee program; SBA 501 and 502 loans to
State and local development corporations.)

Both of these would be discretionary programs.
Separate
urban and rural allocations would be provided. The consolidated program could be introduced as the Administration's EDA reauthorization bill, which comes up this
year.
Both programs would be administered by an
expanded EDA, which would be one of the core units
in the DDA.
Planning As·sistance and Planning Requirements
Replace six of the existing development planning assist"'""
ance programs (EOA 30l(b}, EDA 302 (a) (b); HUD 107, 701;
FmHA 111) with a single program that would fund an
integrated development priority-setting process. Existing planning requirements of the programs within the
DDA, as well as some programs left outside it (e.g.,
transportation, EPA water and sewer, and employment and
training) would then be changed to respond to these
priori ties and to reduce. overlapping planning requirements.
ADMINISTRATIVELY C0!-1FIDF.NTIAL
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DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE
BUDGET ArlO EMPLOYMENT
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EXHIBIT VIII
DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE (Option 1)
{Major Program Div~sions)
Plp.rming Assistance
HUD 701, 107

Housing_

Economic Development

Co~m~nitl

Federal Housing
Administration

SBA (Sec. 501, 502
Development Loans)

Government National
Mortgage Assn.

PmHA (Business and
Industrial Loans,
Industrial Development Grants)

HUD (Col11l'tlunity Development Block Grants
and Sec. 312 Rehabilitation Loans)

FmHA (111 program)
Title V Commissions
(planning funds)
Economic Development
Administration
{Sec. 301 (b), 302)

Development

FmHA (Community
Facilities, water
and Waste Disposal)

National Development
Bank
EDA (all programs)
Community Services
Administration
(Com.munity Economic
Development)
HUD (Urban Development
Action Gra,nts)
Title V Regional Commissions

EXHIBIT IX
DEPARTMENT OF DEVELoPMENT ASSISTANCE

REGIONAL .1\,CTION
ANNING COMMISSIONS
(TITLI Va)
SUPPLE- R & D

MENTJ\i.

Mo

GRANTS

LOC.&.L

DEV.
DIST.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

ECON.
DEV.
BUSINESS GRANT
ASS ISTANCE

CDBG
ENTITLEMENT

ECON.
o~v.

I

L - - - • - - - -

CQJ.tMUN
ITY
DEV.
LOANS
(RURAL)

DEMONSTRATION, CONSUMERS
NEIGHBORHOODS, VOLUNTEERS

HOUSING

HUD
HOUSING,
312, AND
URBAN
HOME-

I

NEIGHBOR- REGULA- COMMUNHOOD &
TORY
ITY
CONSUMER AFFAIRS
ECO.
AFFAIRS

PLANNING.

PLANNING
ENTITLEMENT
GRANTS

STEADING

(PRELiMINARY)

PLANlHN
DISCRETIONARY
GRANTS
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Rural Development
Create a unified, flexible and more efficient rural
community facilitie.s program by merging four existing
programs into two:
0

One for rural community development ··loans (FmHA
water and waste disposal and community facilities
loans); and

0

one for rural community development grants ·(FmHA
water and waste disposal grants, and Community
Development Small Cities ·Grants).

The two programs would be administered by a rural
community development unit that would form part of the
core of DDA.
Option 2:
Group major Federal community and economic
development programs to the public sector into a
Department of Development A·ssistance; group programs
providing development assistance to the private sector
in the Department of Commerce; streamline and consolidate Federal development assistance programs
This option would combine community and economic develop,ment programs for urbari and rural areas, but would
separate those program providing development assistance
to States, local governments and other public bodies
from those provi4~ng development assistance directly
to businesses.
The public sector programs would be
combined in a Department of Development Assistance
built on HUD.
Organizational Changes
The proposed Department of Development Assistance would
include the following programs:
Current Agency

Program

HUD

All programs

Commerce

EDA:
Title
Title
tance
Trade
Title

(all programs except
II business loans,
III Technical Assisgrants to business,
Adjustment Assistance);
V Commissions

Community facilities, water
and sewer, Industrial Developrnent grants
Aa1INISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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Farmers Home
Administration
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The following programs would be added to the Department
of Commerce:
Current Agency

Program

USDA:
Farmers Home
Administration

Business and Industry Loans

SBA

Sections 501 and 50:2

CSA

Community Economic Development Prog.ram

National Development
Bank (.proposed)

All programs

Program Changes
This option would also make possible the consolidation
of economic development grant and loan programs, plan.,-.
ning assistance programs, and rural community facilities
programs.
However, the development planning function
would be organizationally separated from the p~ivate
sector economic development programs, and the consolidated economic development grant program would be
organizationally separated frdm the consolidated
economic development loan programs.
Exhibits X and XI depict the transfer of resources and
Exhibits XII and XIII show the re.sulting organizations..
Option 3: Group Federal economic development programs
for urban and rural areas in the Department of Commerce
leaving community development programs in HUD and
Agriculture; streamline and consol.idate economic
development assi~tance programs
This alternative would make a sharp division between
economic development programs (both those providing aid
directly to businesses and those providing aid to businesses through public entities) and community development
and housing programs.
It is based on the presumption
that economic development and community development are.
fundamentally different, .and that economic development
programs must be closely tied organizationally with
business related functions in the Commerce Department
rather than with the other community revitalization and
public facilities programs in the Departments of HUD
and Agriculture.
It would differ from ·Option 1 by
separating both kinds of economic development programs
from the community development.and housing programs in
both HUD and FmHA.
It would diffe.r from Option 2 by
ADHINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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EXHIBiT X

DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE
BUDGET AIID EMPLOYMENT
BUDGET* AND LOAN AUTHORITY BY SOURCE.
(MU.L.IONS)

HUD
S J2, 988 (BA.)

DDA
$34,090(BA)
S 1,150 (LA)

( a·:~t srr.
transfers)

:DEPT. OF
COMMERCE
S:Z,500

*1919 SCDGET AUTHOkiTY

PERMANENT POSITIONS BY SOURCE

SAVI:.;.Gs

1,3Ci

ODA
17,56-1
(afte!"

tra:-.s ~ er s

TITLE \'
COMMISSIONS

~

EXHIBIT Xl

AN ENHANCED
DEPARTMENT OF
CO!vLrviERCE .
BUDGET AND EMPLOYMENT
BUDGET* AND

LOA~

AUTHORITY

BY SOURCE

(Ml LLIOSS)

ENHANCED
CO!'ft.HERCE
$5, 64 9 (BA)
$5 I 406 (LA)
(aft~ansfers)

SATIO!\AL
o:E\'ELOP/!EST
BA!'K

CSA
$798

$966

*1979 BCDGEI AUTHoriTY

PERMANENT

PO~HlONS

BY SOURCE

DEPARH!E!'T

O.F
COMMERCE

B&I

210

28' 766

ENHAN~ID

C0·1r'-1E'.FCE

29,295
(after
transfers)
N

0

1.!')

EXHIBIT XII
DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE (Option 2}
Planning Assistance
HUD 701, 107
FmHA (111 program)
Title V Contrnissions
(planning funds)
Economic Development
Administration
(Sec. 301 (b), 302}

Housing

Economic Development_

Federal
Economic Development
Administration
Housing
Administra"(Grants to public
entities)
tion
Government
National
Mortgage
Assn.

FmHA (Industri~l
Develonment Grants)
HUD (Urban Development Action Grants}
Title V Commissions

Community _Development
HUD (Community Development Block Grants and
Sec. 312 Rehabilitation
Loans)
FmHA (Community Facilities,
t~Jater and T..Jaste Disposal)

EXHIBIT XIII
AN ENHANCED DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE (Option 2)

_T:rade

Technology

Industry and
Trade Administration (Trade
Activities)

National Bureau
of Standards

Harj_time
Administration

National Techni~
cal Information
Service

(Additional trade
functions to be
determined)

Patent Office

National Telecommunication and
Information
Administration

StatisticS
Bureau of Census
Bureau of Economic Analysis

~usiness

Development

Economic Development

Office o£ Minor~ty
Business Ente~prise

SBA (Sec. 501, 502
OeVIelor:ment Loans}

Industry and Trade
Administration
(bUsiness serviceS}

National Development
Bank
FmHA (Business and
Industrial Loans)
Community Services
Administration
{Community Economic Development)
Economic Development
Administration
(Grants and Loans
to Business}
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locating in Cormnerce not just the economic development
programs providing aid directly to busines.ses, but also
the economic development programs providing aid to
businesses indirectly through State and local governments.
Organizational· Changes
The expanded Department of Commerce and Economic Development would include the following additional programs in
Cormne.rce.
Current Agency

Program

HUD

UDAG

Agriculture: Farmers
Home Administration

Business and Industry Loans;
Industrial Development Grants

Cormnunity Services
Administration

Cormnunity Economic Development
program

SBA

Section 501 and 502

National Development
Bank (proposed)

All programs

A limited form of this option would locate all these programs except UDAG in Cormnerce.
UDAG will be due for reauthorization in 1980 and a decision on its ultimate
placement would be de·ferred until then.
Exhibits XIV and ~v depict the transfer of resources and
the resulting organization of the Department of Commerce
and Economic Development.
Prog.r armna tic Chang.es
Like Option 1, this option would include the consolidation
of Federal economic development programs, but not rural
cormnuni ty facilities con sol idat.ion or planning assistance
consolidation.
The limited suboption (without UDAG) would not allow full
consolida.tion of economic development g.rant programs.
Option 4:
Divide the Federal housing, cormnunity
development and economic development functions into
separate departments of urban development and rural
development; streamline and consolidate Federal development assistance programs in the two departments
Under this option, the community development, economic
development and housing programs for urban areas would
AD'ffiJISTRATIVELY COl\lFIDFNTIAL
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DEPARTI'!EHT OF COMMERCE AriD ECONOMIC DEVELOPMEi-IT
BtiDGET AND EMPLOYMENT
BUDGE~AND

EXHIBIT XIV

LOAN AUTHORITY BY SOURCE
(MIL.L.IONS)
SAVINGS
S36

uo.;c S40o !BAJ

S6, SJ4 (!1.\i
$5,406 (L.>,.)

(after
transfers)

Sec.

501-502
S.32 (B.A.)

S95(LA)
NATIO.NAL
OEVELQPMENT
BANK

c:SA
J798
SBA

*1979 BUDGET AUT·ROR.IT.Y.

S96o

PERMANENT POSfTtONS BY SOURCE
SAVnGS

1185
DEPART:-!EN!

OF
COMMERCE

B&I 210

29,600

DCED
USDA

82,300

30,207
(af~er

trans·fers)

263

EXHIBIT

)W

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (Option 3)

Trade

Technology

Statistics

Business
Development
Office of
Minority
Business
Enterprise

Industry and Trade
Administration

National Bureau of
Standards

Bureau of
Census

Maritime Administration

Patent Office

Bureau of
Economic
Analysis

National Technical
Information
Service
National Telecommunications and
Information Administration

Economic
Develooment
National Development Bank

HUD (Urban Development Action
Grants, Loans)
Industry and.
Trade Administration
FmHA (Business
(business
and Industrial
services)
Loans)
Community Services
Administration
(Community Economic Development)
Economic Development Administration

SBA (Sec. SOl, 50.2
Development Loqn~
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be located in the present Department of Housing and
Urban Development and the comparable programs for rural
areas would be located in the present Department of
Agriculture.
This option would require several structural and programmatic changes.
Organizational Changes
The. urban allocations of the following programs would
be transferred into the Department of Housing and Urban
Deve.lopment:
Current Agency

Programs

Commerce

EDA

National Development
Bank

All prog.rams

SBA

501 and 502 programs (loans
to State and local development companies)

Community Services
Administration

Community economic development programs

The rural allocations of the following programs would
be transferred into the Department of Ag.riculture:
Current Agency

Programs

Commerce

EDA

National Development
Bank

All programs

HUD

CDBG and UDAG; housing
pro.grams; planning grants

Community Services
Administration

Community economic development programs

The. Title V Regional Commissions l"'Ould be made independent ~nti ties as is· the Appa,lachian Reg.ional Commission
and would report to the President.
Full consolidation
of planning assistance functions could be done within
the Title V Commissions, but this would separate planning assistance programs from the departments that
make the related .funding decisions.
ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDRNTIAL
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Exhibits XVI and XVII depict the organization of the
resultin.g departments.
Prog.rammatic Changes
This option would allow consolidation of the development planning and economic development loan and grant
programs, but would necessitate separate urban and
rural programs for each.
In addition, it would include
consolidation of rural· community facilities programs..
Principal Advantages and Disadvantages of Each Option
Each option substantially simplifies delivery of Federal
development assis·tance to State and local governments and
private business.
Eac.h provides a rational organizing
principle.
Each will make it easier to deve.lop and carry
out subnational development strateg,ies.
Each paves the way
to program consolidations allowing further streamlined program
delivery.
Eachprovides a home for the National Development
Bank, thus increasing its chances for passag.e.
Option 4,
however, requires that the Bank be split.
Each saves money.
On the other hand, each may cause short term disruption and
cost • However, these options share these bene.fi ts and drawbacks in varying .degrees.
Option 1 -- all development assi.stance in a DDA -provides one stop shopping for State and local officials
seeking major development aids.
It recognizes the interdependence of economic .and community development and urban
and rural problems.
It encourages the links between the
public and private sectors that are necessary for effective
economic development.
It gives one Federal official the tools
to formulate balanced development strategies, target resources
on defined needs~ and evaluate the impact of development
programs.
It keeps EDA intact and expands it in a new
organization·.
It streamlin.es Federal development assistance
programs and permits significant savings for Federal and
State and local goverm;nents.
On the other hand, it builds on HUD, a change which
some argue will dilute EDAts business focus and subordinate
developmen·t to housing.
It also fai'ls to recognize the link.s
between economic development and trade and other business
as·sistance.

AJ:M[NISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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EXHIBIT XVI
DEI?~RTMENT

Planning Assistance

OF HOUSH1G AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT (Option 4)

Housing

HUD 107 and 101 (large
citie~' portion)

Pederal Hofising Administration

EDA (Sec. 30lt 302 ~
large ~~ties' portion)

Government National
Mortgage ASsn.

Urban Develonment
HUD (Community Development Block Grants,
Urban Development Action
Grants - la~ge cities'
portion)
EDA (ali programs - urbq.n portion)

SSA (Sec. 501, 502 Development Loans)
National Developl)lent Bank
(urban portion)
Community services Administration (large city Community
Economic Development)

EXHIBIT XVII

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE (Option 4)
Agricultut~,

Ttade
· .::~nd _Marketing

Agriculture Marketing
Service

Consumer and N~trition
Food & Nutrition Service
Food Safety & Quality

Animal & Health Inspection Service
Federal Grain Inspection
Service

Science and Education
Administration

• _ Rural DeveloPment
HUD (Small Cities portions
of Community Development.
Block Grants ~nd Urban
Development Action Grants,
planning and housing programs)
EDA (ail programs

~

rural portion)

FmHA (all)
Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service
Foreign Crop Insurance
Corp•
Foreign Agricultural
Service

Nation~l

Development Bank
(rural portion)

Community Services Administration
(small cities Community
Economic Development)
Soil Conservation Service
(non-construction)
Rural Ele~trification
Administration
Rural Development Service

~1INISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTL'I\L
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Option 2 -- putting public sector development assistance
in a DDA; private sector assistance in Commerce -- ensures
that programs delivered directly to the private se.ctor do not
lose their busines.s focus because it keeps them in the "busines.s"
department. It helps improve control over and establishes.
consistency in Federal business credit policies. It reduces
the number of agencies with which businesses must dea.l directly.
It recognizes the interdependence of urban and rural areas.
··
It also recognizes the linkage'S between development assistance
to the. private sector and. general business promotion.
On the other hand, it fails to recognize that development
assistance funds to the public and private sectors are interdependent and need to be packaged together; it risks transforming busines's assistance intended to aid distressed
communities into more general business subsidies; it involves
an extra stop for local officials seeking deve.lopment assistance; and it hinders public-private partnerships. It requires
splitting the EDA and its economic development programs and
splits' responsibility and accountability for economic
development.
Option 3 -- placing all economic development assistance
in Commerce -- simplifies delivery of economic development
assistance and fo.cuses economic development resources at the
Federal level. It recognizes the links between economic
development and trade and other business assistance and links
the public and private. partners usually involved in economic
development projects. It p.ermits better control of Federal
business credit programs. It builds on EDA's reputation for
strong management.
On the other hand, it does not recognize that economic
development and community development ar.e quite similar in
practice and that most development assistance projects require
both to relieve local distress. It further fragments Federal
development as.sistance by separating community and economic
development programs in two agencies, where they are. now combined.
It does not allow p.lanning program consolidations and leaves
community deve.lopment programs scatte.red.
Option 4 -- spli t.ting deve.lopment assistance be·tween
HUD arttl~USDA --simplifies service delivery and clarifies
authority for different clients. It stresse·s that urban and
rural needs are different and must be addressed separately.
On the other hand, it fails to recognize that
urban and rural problems are interrelated. It assumes. that
the distin.ction between "urban" and "rural" areas is suff•iciently clear cut to provide the basis for a Cabinet leve.l
Ar:MINISTRATIVELY ·CONFIDENTIAL
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division, and overlooks the impact of population changes,
which would require towns to shift from one agency to
another as they grow.
It also would not provide a logical
forum for State development strategies and projects. Finally,
this option is most disruptive becau·se it would require that
E•DA, HUD, SBA, CSA and th.e National Development Bank programs
and technical capacities be split along urban and rural lines.
Table A compares and contrasts the advantages and
disadvantages of each option.
Ag.ency Comments
Commerce recommends Option 3 -- that economic development functions be consolidated in Commerce and that trade
functions and business as,sistance in Commerce be strengthened.
Comme.rce believes economic development and community development are quite different, that economic development is aimed
at stimulating. private investment, and community development
is aimed at promoting the social welfare of communities and
their residents. It strongly opposes transferring economic
development activities of the public and private sectors,
stating that Option 2 would dismember the well-run EDA
program and obstruct achievement of public-private partnerships.
Commerce strongly feel.s that the inclusion of the
economic development function with housing and community
development (Option 1) would make the economic development
function impotent. -- that these funds would quickly be
contaminated by community development activities. This is
based on the expressed fear t·hat HUD' s constituents and
"social welfare ethos" would predominate. Commerce also
feels that reorganization alone will not achieve administrative and program efficiencies in a new Department and
that a new Department would be an awkward amalgam of activities. Commerce feels that sectoral problems are increasingly
important and that sectoral analysis, trade, and economic
development mus't be linked organi.zationally. Commerce arg,ues
that EDA is working well at Commerce. They believe that
economic development should remain at Commerce and be
s.trengthened by adding the ~ational Development Bank program.
It further believes that the EDA reauthorization is a good
vehicle to accomplish this end.
-~-~--"'

-0

HUD stlpports the creation of the DDA {Option
as
the only option which brings together all of the ne<;_;;~ry
development resources to make an effective a~n subnational deve.lopment problems. H'UD reserves final j.udgment
on the conte-nt of program consolidation until further
information is available. HUD believes that community
developr!'tent, economic development, and housing must be in
ADYIINISTRATIVELY ·CONFIDENTIAL
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TADLE A:

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVI\N'l'/IGES OF DEVJ;:LOPMFNi' ASSIS"rNCE OPTIONS

OrTIOO 1

OPTIOO 2

01''1'100 3

OP'l'ION 4

All Developrent llssis~
tance in a Departnent of
Develcipterit ASsistance

Business Assistance in a
Depart:Jrent ~.of COOliCrce,
State and local assistance
in a Departittint· of oevelopnent llssistai1Ce

&:oncmic Develop-rrmt
in a Dcpart:Jrent of
carm:,rce, Cclitin.ulity
Developrrent in IRJD
aJilUSDI\

All Dcvelo(X!Cnt
ASsistance split
Bet~n IRJD and
USDA

III Gil
1.

~ld colocate develq:rrent programs
stiealillining delivery of· programs,
providing fewer stops for seeking
developnent assistanCe
improving
capacity of the Federal Governrrent
to respond· to ·local developrerit
strategies.

and

Cattlines major developrent programs in one
departneilt. Provides
one-stop shopping for
developnent assistance.
Maximum capacity to
respontl to develqmmt
straW<jics.

1-llDERA'rE

Canbines rilajor <levelopl"Pnt
programs in 2 departm:;nts.
Provides one-stop shopping
for govenunents and onestop shopping for businesses. :rmproves capacity to
resp611<,l to developnent
strategies• bUt l.i.r..itc
ability to respond t6
bUsiness ass.istar•oe pai:t.

MJDERI\TE.

HIGil

2.

Clarifies resprn1sibilities and
accountability for balan~ sUbnational developnent policies.
1Itl>roves capacity to set p6licy,
inpl.ellent programs, and evaluate

i.JT>-

pact. Alla.~S focusing of limited
resources.

3.

Paves the way. fot program consoli ~
dation that would streamline Federal
developrent assistance, reducing
plans and applications necessary,
and staDdardizing and simplifying
r~renents.

U:M

Canbines rna jor de'velO(Jn:)_nt programs
in 3 depart:Jrents.
Provides one-stop
shoppinq for bll:sinesses, but. requites
3 stovs for State and
loc~l

govcrrr.cnts.

Little improvenent in
capa¢ity to respond.

Gives responsibility to 1
agency for.assistanoe to
buSiness and to another for
public developnent as«istance. Splits tools and
responsibility for econanic
develofr!ent policy and
evaluation.·

Gives 1 agency responsibility for
econanic develq:rrent
atd leaves 2 others
respor•sible for
hoiJsj ng an<1 carmuni ty · develO}:mmt.

IIIGil

III Gil

MJDERATE

as 1, but with qrant
and business" assistance

Same

consolidations in separate
departnerits.

Canbines major development programs in 2
depart:rrcnts. Pro-'
vides or,e-'stop shopping for local
govemntii, but reqUires :i for States
WiG busine:;~s.

lnl>roves capacity to
respona to local
strategies.

l't)[)ERATE

Gives cine agency respon"'"
sibility for devel6pme~t
assistance. Proli'ides
unified responsibility
for econcm:i.c and ccmnuni ty develq:rrent policy.

Ecbnanic Developrent
grhnt proqrarn consolidation.
Econanic Devc lopment
business assistance program consolidation
Rutal eamn.mi ty Developnent ronsblidation
Planning assistance
consoli(Lc-.ti.on

IIIGil

Econanic Develq:x~Ent
grant consolidation
Econanic Development
business assistance
consolidation

Gives 1 agency responsibility for
urban developnmt .
and 1 responsibility
for rural development
Limits ca~-.city for a
b'llanced gru.rt:h
strategy by establishi~o advocate
agencies.

Same as l, but requires splitting each
consolidated prcxJrarn
into 2 prOgramS instead of l.

----~--~----~----~~---4---------------------+-~----~~----------~~------~----~------------

IIIGil

4.

Provides Federal cost savings and
an opportunity for State and local
savings by reducing paperw:>rk
dUplication.

$43 Million
(Federal)

IIIGil

$42 MilliOn

l'f)[)ERI\'l'E

$36 Million
(Fe<:}eral)

MJDERII'l'E

UnknaNn

1\INI\1111~

5.

Obviates the need to establish the
Developtelit Bank as a separate entity, increasing its chances for
passage.

Ul?l'l\A'l .L

Ul'l'.LOO J.

OI'l'IOO J

HIGH

IIIGH

HIGH

Places. the Bank into a
Depart:lteilt of Developrent
Assistance.
·

Places the Bank into the
Depart:Irent of camerae.

Places the Bank into
the Departnent of
cameroe.

OI'l'ION.

:4

Splits the Bank
bel:\.leen

lruo arid

Agriculture.

mDERATE

6.

ReCOgnizes the in~pendenee be~
OOoni:ini.c developrent, Ci::lftiiJhlty developrent, and rousing: that assistance
directly aiired at businesses, public
facilities, and 00\lsing are all inportant in influencing business decisions
~ often need to be packaged to
achieve a developrent strategy: and
that <Xmilmi.ty develcprent and econani.c devel.qmlnt often do the same
thlnys (e.g. $500 million of CDBG
goes for ecxmani.c developrent) •

Places all ecxmani.c developrent with carinuhlty
developrent and rrost
rousing.

~c developrent pUblic
sector assistahC:e ~illd be

oarbined with cx:mnuni ty developrent and housing,
while direct business
assistance would remain
separate.

separates econani.c
developrent fran
cx:mnuni ty developnent and 00\lsing.

HlGH

HIGH

7.

Peoognizes the interdependence of programs desiqned to attract business to
l_agging areas wf:lether they deliver
assistance di_rectly to the private
sector qr iJldirectly l:hrough the
public sector: that often the public
and private assistance needs to be
packaged: that there is .little clear
distinction as both are used to
write down oosts to businesses to
influence location decisions; and
that grant funds are also used for
loans to businesses tpl:ough iocal
revolvin<J loan funds.

Coloeates all eronani.c
developrent assistance.

Colocates eoornui.c
developrent,
oc:mmmity development, and hous_ing
in 2 agencies;

Eoanamic development assistance to the private sectOr
is separated fran econatiic
developrent assistance to
the public sector.

Coloeates funds for

eronani.c development,
but a:mmmity devel.oprent funds used
for econani.c development are still in a
separate agency.

Colocates all eci::lla1ii:
developrent funds in
rural and urban
agencies.

HIGH

8.

Stresses the iriterdepeooence of econani.c developrent (place-specific)
business assistance, sectoral analysis, and trade policy: encourages ·
focusing of econani.c developrent
resources on trade; teChnology, and
general busiiless problems.

Separates econanic develO[XIent business
assistance fran trade
and Sectoral analysis.

IIIGH
9.

ReCognizes the interdependenCe of
urban and rural areas and eliminatP..s
gaps iri geographic service coverage.

One departrrent respon-

sible for all areas.

eventual SBA. transfer to Depart:Ilent of camerce

Places rrost business assis'tcinoe together and places
econanic developrent business assistance with trade
and econanic analysis. •

IfiGfi
Both departnents respom;i ~
ble for all areas.

Places nust business
assistance together
and plaees econanic
developrent business
assistance with trade
and econani.c analysis·.•

separates econanic
developrent business assistance
fran trade and
sectoral analysis.

HI Gil
Both departnents responsible for all
areas.

Splits urban and
rural responsibilities.

OPTIOO 3

MJOERATE

10.

Recognizes the cllffetences in the
needs, p:r:OOlems, and capacities of
urban aild rural areas.

The 0011. would be orga-

M:lDERATE

Same as Optiqn 1.

nized to respond to
urban and rural needs
loUU].d have.~ate
allocations for each.

EllA loit>uld have sep-

arate allocationS
far urban and rural.
Camuni ty deVelOpment would stay split.

am

OPT.too 4

IIIGI

Provides potential
for completely different poliCies aild
delivery systems for
urban aild rural areas

MJOERATE

11.

Makes better use of scarce technical
talent at the Federal, State, and ·
local l~vels by aVoiding duplicative
staff c,apaci ty'.

Cotbfues all staff familiar with local d~vei~
ment problems and placeoriented econariic developrent, but splits staff
knc:Mledgeable in business analysis.

Ccnbines staffs for business assistance and staffs
for oom.munity development,
but still requires· 2 staffs
familiar with local development p:r:OOlems.

Cotbines all staff
fiimi.liar with eoonanic devel~t
problems and all
staff familiar with
business assistance
program;, biit splits
staffs work.iny on
development assistance JI'Ore gerxll-ally.

Separates all teChnical skills betWeen
urban and rural.
Crnbines staff
famii.iar with urban
and rural problems.

Potentially places
iTVst business credit
programs in one

Leaves business
credit programs

lUG{

12. centralizes oc:iritrOJ. over Federal

~ams aild increaseS oc:iri.,s1st:encY in business lerxling

credit

practioes.

Centralizes control over
econcrni.c developrent
lending' but maintains
this separate fri:rn other
business lending.

Potentially plaees nnst

business credit programs in
one agency.*

M:JOERATE

13.

Pot:entiaJ.ly increases business
willingness to participate in
Federal eooncrnic developren:t programs by consolidating programs and
proVia.tilg programs 1n a llepartl'l'erit:
with a .strong business focus.

Consolidates econcrni.c deveioprent and puts it in
a departnent with nnstly
public programs.

JIM

PUts business assistance in
<. "business departl>'ent," ·
but separates it fran public
programs frequent.ly n¢eded
oo oomp.1et;e proJecc.s.

Reduces pressUre fcir State and local
gc>VeiTJIII!nts to duplicate fragl1Bltatian at the Federal level.

No Federal fragnentation
in lreveloprent

Puts JI'Ost eoonanic
developnent in a
''busineSs depart. .JTel:it, ..

prO:frams.

~t

developnent functions
are consolidated Federally,
but public/privab.e spiit
could encourage fragmantation of State and local
development authorities.

Still splits econ:cadc
developrent frcrn ocm1111ll'lity develq:irent.

HIGH
15.

Provides a gcXXI administration re~

to EOA reautrcrization and

bUilds ciri EOI\, mich has a reputa"'
tiori far strong managenent.

rnA reauth<:>ri?aM:>ves EllA intac.t
tO the Dill\ and eXpands it
within rioA.
·

Can use

tian.

event:ual transfer of SM to the Departnent of O'l'Trrerce

The split in departnents

suggested here might re"'
quire separate ·legislation.
Splits ~ in two.

Splits ecoocmic developnent ~ puts
it in departnients
with pUblic programs.

HIGH

HJDERI\.TE

HIGI

14.

scattered.

agency.*

Uses EllA reauthoriza'tion and builds on
EDA in place.

No Federal fragl1Blta.,-

tion would exist.for
any one cx:mmmity.

. UJN

Splits Ell1\ bel:\;een
two departlients.

OF'l'ION _;2

OPI'ION 1

OPI'ION 3

HIGH

1.

Reorganization always involves sate
short-tetm disruption and rosts.

1-bves Eoi\ intact. Splits
FmHA developnent fran

farm aJ1d housing programs.

Splits Em and FmHA devei~
oprent prOgrams and tools.

OPI'ION 4
HIGH

M:We5 UDIIG. Splits
FmHA developrent

Splits EDI\ and I-IUD
developrent prOgrams
and the National
Developrent Bank.

Provides only one
en~ paint for
~c developrent.

Provides only one
en~ point for
urban and one for
rural.

programs.

t-ODERATE -

2.

Scme recipients o::f~i>lain that reorgan-

ization \\OUld no longer allow than to
"~r~ the syst;an" as they ~uld have
less en~ paints.

Provides only one princi~
pal en~ paint for developrent assistance.

Provides only one en~ paint
for State and l~al governnents
el<eept in packaging bUsiness
With other assistanCe. Still
pennits businesses access at
Federal and local level.

HIGH

3.

Placirlg eoonanic developrent programs
in a deparment ronsisting primarily
of housing and C011TIUility developrent
OOu1d dilute the business focus of
these prOgrams with a public focus.

Eronanic dewloprent prograins are cO-located ~ith
housing and O:mnunity
developrent, but kept
distinct organizationally
and pr:Ogranrnatically
within the department.

Econa:nic developrent public
assistance prOgrams· would be
a:xnbined with criTiirutli ty developrent and housing, but
business assistance prOgrams
\«luld be maintained separately.

Erohcin:ic developnent
pfo<Jt'ams are organized
Separately.

Erorariic developrent
Cx:'li1raiDi ty developwnt
and housing programs
are 00-lcic:ated.

Afl eoonanic develqr
IOC!IIt is canbined with
other bUsiness assistance.

Eaonanic developnent
is maintained separate frdn other blisiness assistance.

MJDERATE

4.

Piacing prOgrams for the developrent
of lagging areas in a departJrent primarily fOcused on trade and bUsiness
assistance rould dilute the placespecific public focus of these programs with a general business"'prarotion, ailing~indus~ focus.

r:concmic developncnt pro-

Placing rurai prOgrams in the sa~re
deparb!Ent as urban prOgrams especially one built on a traditionally
urban agency, could dilute the rural
focus of these programs.

riUral·programs are placed
in a department including
all of IRJD, but are grouped
organizationally to protect
rural interests.

COril\unities \«>Uld have to shift
agency as their darographics changed,
noving than fran urban to rural or
vice versa.

Urban and rural programs

Urban and rural prOgrams

are canbined.

ate <D!Ibined.

grams are separated fran
trade and other busines·s
assistance.

'!he eoonanic deveiopnent busi-

ness assistance prtigrams would
be canbined With trade and
general business assistance.

HIGI

5.

6.

HIGI

l'boERATE

~al

Urban programs would

HUD.

be included, but the
aption >.ould oot
inclUde all of I-IUD.

ci:mmmity developnent
pr0grains ate piaced in a departJrent including all of

Urban and rura1 programs ate C:anbiried.

~al programs are
Maintained separately.

Oommunities would
have to deal with
different agencies
depenging on their
current population.
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the same department to make development assistance work
as an integrated, place-specific approach. HUD opposes the
Commerce-based option because it would expand the artificial
distinctions between economic and community development
programs and continue the present fragmented development situation.
HUD also opposes the Commerce-based option because,
unlike the DDA proposal, it would not allow a consolidated
planning assistance program and would forego much of the
associated State and local savings. The Commerce option
would also re.tain the c1:1rrent sp1i t in rural community
development programs. HUD believes Option 2 would be a
coordination nightmare, because it fails to recognize "the
inextricable and vital link between community development and
local economic development" and could "frustrate our efforts
to use public funds as a leverage for private sector investment."
HUD also bel.ieves the National Development Bank must stay with
other economic development prog.rams in DDA, arguing that
location elsewhere could make it difficult to secure local
public sector involvement and would change the Bank's focus
to one of general business advancement.
It feels that trade
functions are not necessary to creating a local development
assistance capacity. HUD believes that only the DDA option
will provide one stop shopping, achieve significant savings,
gather a critical mass o.f resources, significantly streamline the process and meet the Carter Administration's
commitment to a "new partnership." HUD believes that FmHA
multi-family assistance programs should be combined in the
DDA as a development tool.
HUD believes the only realistic
alternative, in view of political problems attending each
plan, is between DDA and no reorganization at all.
USDA believes that community development, economic
development and housing should be combined, but that urban
and rural programs should be separated in different departments (Option 4) • It oppose.s the Comme.rce-based option J
because it would split economic development from community
development and housing.
It believes Option 1 minimizes
the opportunity to consolidate program delivery at the local
level. Agriculture is particularly concerned that rural
assistance be delivered through multi-county district offices
of the sort that FmHA is creating and therefore urges that
any reorganization plan incorporate these offices.
SBA supports
between community
proposed ·Shift of
opposes Options 2

the
and
its
and

DDA (Option l) seeing little difference
economic development.
It endorses the
Section 501 and 502 programs. SBA
3.

Treasury agrees that economic development programs
should be consolidated and rationalized.
It objects to
Option 1 because it believes that many development programs
require an integrated private.,..public program. This need for
partnership was a major rationale for the National Development
. AIJ1INISTRATIVELY CONFIDEl'lTIAL
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Bank.
Beyond this, it takes no position on specific
structural change.
Transportation believes that Option 2 offers a good
compromise positJ.on that recognizes the needs of both the
public and private sector.
Labor supports Option 1 -- the broad Department of
Development Assistance -- although it believes that a
better definition of "development" is needed.
It believes
that splitting private and public sector development is
counter-productive if ourgoal is to concentrate, coordinate
and streamline.
It stresses the interdependence of urban
and rural development problems.
CSA endorses the basic concept of Option 1. However,
it emphatically opposes moving community development
corporations. They argue that the prog.ram is unique in
that it combines social and economic goals, that its flexibility and auto:aomy are essential to its performance, and
that it provides a. visible and real commitment to our least
advantaged citizens. CSA believes instead that its program
should be enhanced.
OMB supports Option 1 -- merging a core of development
assistance programs in DDA. We believe that a DDA would
allow coordination and better manag.ement of Federal development assistance dec·isions and promote accountability to the
President.
It would also increase cooperation with State
and local g.overnments and the private sector.
It would
provide one-stop shopping at the local level for Federal
publ.ic facili ti.es investment 1 housing, business assistance 1
and technical assistance aid designed to encourage community
upgrading and local prosperity. The DDA would provide a
suitable home for the National Development Bank, thus
increasing its chance for passage.
Decisions
'·

,dption 1:

Group major Federal community and
development assistance and some housing
/programs for urban and rural areas into a
Department of Development As;sistance; streamline
and consolidate Federal development assistance
programs.
(OMB, HUD, Labor, SBA support; CSA
supports concept but opposes transfer of its
programs)
~conomic
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Option 2: Group maj:or Federal community and
economic development programs to the public
sector into a Department of Development Assistance; group programs providing development
assistance to the private sector in the Commerce
Department; streamline and consolidate Federal
development assistance programs.
(DOT believes
this offers good compromise)
Option 3: Group Federal economic development
programs for urban and rural areas in the
Department of Commerce leaving community development in HUD and Agriculture; streamline and consolidate economic development assistance programs
(Commerce supports limited form of this option)
Option 4:
Divide the Federal housing, community
development and economic development functions
into separate departments of urban development
(HUD) and rural development (USDA) ; streamline
and consolidate Federal development assistance
programs in the two departments.
(USDA supports)
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Commerce, Trade and Business Assistance

Some o.f the preceeding options to reorganize natural
resource·s and economic and community development could
profoundly affect the mission and scope of today's Commerce
Department. While under any of these options, Commerce
would continue its longstanding and core responsibilities
o.f census and other statis·tics, trade, economic analysis 1
maritime affairs, science and t·echnology, and business
assistance and advocacy, there may be additional functions
that would enhance the Department beyond its status today.
Coincidently, our review of the trade and business ass.istance
functions throughout the government ha·s uncovered major
policy and organizational problems. The current operations
of the Small Business Administration, and the similarity
of its lending, technical assis·tance and policy functions
to those of the Commerce Department, suggest the possibility
of consolidating SBA into Commerce. While the programmatic
case for such a consolidation is compelling, the politics
are presently uncharted. The current fragmenta.tion of
export promotion, and trade policy, administration and
adjudication functions (Exhibit XVIII) and the future need
to provide working and credible institutions to implement
the MTN agreements raise the issue of how Commerce might
or might not shoulder greater or different responsibili tie·s
in this area.
After we have refined our trade and business assistance
options and tested them with the Congress and interest groups,
we will bring you recommendations on how to strengthen
trade and business assistance. These options may provide
an opportunity to further focus the role and mission of the
Commerce Department, whether or not you decide to alter its
natural resources and pl:lblic works functions.

At:MINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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EXHIBIT XVIII
TAADE NlD BUSINESS 1\SSlSTi\tP:': JICl'iviTIES

Sectoral Analysis

Inpact of

~lation

Foreign Trade

l>roductivity Gtowth

Business

SerVice~

(XM.IEOCE

(Science & Technology,

Industry & Trade .1\dm. ,
Patent Offi~, MI\RAD,

Census,

BEA)

Collect,.s c;trrl analyzes
data on u.s. industries
(production, oonsunption,
capacity, etc.).

Provides U.S. Bus. with
inforne.tian setvices;
arranges overseas sales
events, trade pi:Qirotians.
Cocirdinates East-~st
trade pratptions.

Studies industries
affected by .inp:>rts•

Reco11rends on tariff and
non-tarriff issues.

Studies internationally
traded comooities, such
.as bauxite, coffee,
copper, tin, etc. , to
back up u.s. international comodity
policies.

fulicy guidance for direct
intematior~al ilivestnent;
East-west trades; and
Export-IntJOrt Bank. Dlbargo
enforcenent. Anti -dw1ping;
counter-vailing duties,

COnducts research into
basic properties of
ne.terials; prarotes use
of available technology.
O:miucts Tech. IJicentives
Program.

Provides assistance
and information ali
Fed. programs to
business thrOugh

neb.ork of field
affices.

~URY

(Bureau of Crimo:iities
Natural Resources,
Office of Foreign
Assets Controls;
Office of Tariff
Affairs1 Office of
Intematia~al Affairs)
&

INI'ERIOR

(Bureau of Mines Scetcral Analysis)

O:llpiles and analyzes
information on mineral
resollrce developnent
(incl. tueploration,
production, prices, and

trade).
Aids f inane ing to pran:>te
U.S. exports.
~ assistanCe
programs; managenent programs.

SMAIL BUSINESS
ArniNISTRATICN

SPOCIAI., '!'HADE
HEPRESENfATIVE

Trade negotiations.

~>TA'm

(CC.anercial Attaches)
OVEHSEAs PRIVATE
INVES'IMI:NT (X)RI'ORA'l'ICN

Provides assistance, eli-'
u.s. in- . .
vesb_rcnts 1n ucve 1op1ng countr1es

minillt!S risks _,for

Information about
bus mess op(ortwlitics for u.s. funris

!rJXt!~ri~<;>nn.lli
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Food and Agriculture
The Problem

The food system is big, complex, and constantly changing.
The·se changes reflect trends in consumer habits,
·
advancing; technology, growing knowledge of the relationships
between diet and health, and changing. world economic conditions.
But the Federal policymaking machinery charged with
aiding that performance is getting out of date.
Conflicts
surrounding the food sy·stein are numerous -- e.g. , farm
prices vs. marketing margins vs. consumer prices; processing costs vs. food safety and wholesomeness; product
promotion vs. nutritional information; land and water use
vs. land and water preservation; and food aid and foreign
trade vs. domestic food supplies and costs. These and many
other conflicts must be resolved in forging a food policy.
These problems are difficult to handle under the best
of circumstances. But the current organizational arrangement tends to make matters worse. Both HEW and USDA have
food related responsibilities but neither has the capacity
to make the needed policy. Agencie·s are organized around
clienteles and functions with polarized views on specific
is·sues.
More specifically, the existing organizational arrangement has the following undesirable effects:
0

Since the Department of Agriculture is often viewed
as representing producers, it has difficulty
achieving workable compromises among conflicting
interests, particularly those involving consumers.

0

Organizational fragmentation results in low status
and visibility for important nutritional problems.

0

Too many decisions that should be resolved at the
Department level are elevated to the White House,
adding to the heavy workload of theWhite House,
and undermining morale in the Department.

0

The organization is so diffuse that accountability
cannot be enforced so as to reduce waste and
inefficiency.

It Ls critical that we demonstrate that this Administration does' not intend to dismantle the Department of Agriculture.
Of the four reorganizations treated by this memorandum, three
would affect the Department.
In two cases, preferred options

AEMINISTRATIVELY CO~lFIDENTIAL
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would .result in significant transfers of authority ~rom
the Department. There is a widespread concern amonc;3"
agricultural interests th~t redrganization will re~ult in
a seri.ous erosion of _the Department '·s stat-us. For this
reason, many of th~s~ inte~ests will actively oppose these
proposals on principle.
We should be able to demonstrate that we intend to
make changes that will enhance Agriculture's s-tature and
overall influence on food-and agricultural policy.
Important
and widespread support exists for incremental steps that
would begin the proce~s. - Proposed changes:* Clarify the assignment of ove_rall
policy leadership for food and nutrition
Although the,se changes do not entail large-scale structural reorganization, they do respond to real needs to
improve the making and implementation of policy in this area.
A new organization is needed which will:

*

0

Provide a strong Cabinet voice for a national food
and nutrition policy.

0

Permit conflicts be-tween food and nutr.l tion policy
and commercial agriculture (over food safety, price,
labeling, etc.) t6 be worked 6ut expeditiously at
the departmental !level.

0

Provide a closer link between nutrition research
and farci .. production decisionsi

0

Assure that domestic and foreign elements of food
policy are well integrated.

Agricultural development a·s.sistance. There is general
agreement over the need for organizational change in agric_ultural development assistance programs. Some argue for
consolidating and strengthening agricultural trade expertise within a central ~~ency ~uch as AID. Others call for
reducing the size of AID to a small coordinating unit
(similar in size and scope to STR in the trade tield) and
assigning the Secretary of Agriculture lead agency responsibility in the design a•nd exe.C:ution of agricul.tural
development assistance. This issue will be addressed in
the forthcoming memorandum on f.oreign assistance reorganization being d'eveloped by OMB, AID, Henry Owen, and
Frank Press.
ID4INISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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Organizational and Proces.s Change

U}

Direct the Secretary of Agricu1tu:r:-e to .convene
an interagency group involving OMB, HEW, a,nd
OSTP Lin cons.t.iita,tion with the scienti~i_c co.mrn.uni ty}_
to clarify responsibilitie·s· and priorities for
nutrition education and surveillance.

l2l

Direct OMB and DPS to work with HEW and USDA to
develop an Executive Order or other appropriate
instrument to implement th.e provisions of the
1.977 Farm Bill dfe.signating the Department of
Agriculture as the lead agency for nutrition
research "except with respect to the biomedical
aspects of human nutrition concerned with diagnosis
and treatment of disease." This section of the
Farm Bill has not been implemented.

{3)

Direct the Secretary of Agriculture to work with
OMB a:nd DPS in developing administrative and
legislative proposals to give appropriate balance
between production and consumer intere·sts in food
and nutrition policy. Among the changes to be
considered are:
0

Organize the Department internally as follows:
Create two Under Secretaries -- one representing produce'r, international and marketing interests, and one representing consumer
and nutrition interests.
Internally separate consumer-oriented
programs under the two Under Secretaries.
Create a stronger policy analysis unit within
the Office of the Secretary to serve the
needs of· both these Under Secretaries.
Create separate Assistant Secretaries for
domestic pro9rams and for international
programs.

0

Change the name of USDA to·the Department of
Food.and Agriculture to symbolize the.
Department's broader mission.

0

Consider proposals for consolidating authorities
for promotion of agricultural trade with authorities for control and development of agricultural
production.
ADMJNISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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Agency Comments
Agriculture is in general agreement with the direction
and purpose of the proposed changes but argues they dO not
go far enough.
It argues that it should continue to exercise
a lead agency responsibility in the international ag.ricultural
trade fie-ld and that it should be granted increased responsibility in the fields of nutritional policy and in international
development assistance as it relates to agricultural production.
Agriculture believes that the case for conso1idating the
Bureau of Foods in FDA with food inspection functions in USDA
deserves careful examination but does not recommend a decision
at this time.
HEW agrees that a better delineation of responsibility
in this area between HEW and USDA is needed.
HEW is strongly
opposed to any designation of USDA as the lead agency for
nutrition policy. HEW believes that there i.s an inextricable
relationship between nutrition and disease prevention, which
Califano intends to develop as a major empha·sis of his department. HEW states that an enhanced nutrition role for USDA
ignores the "inherent conflict of interest in having the
Department of Agriculture, which is responsible for promoting
the commercial interest of the food industry, also responsible for protecting the consumer with respect to nutrition
and food safety."
Decisions

"'~irect

(1)

the Secretary o£ Agriculture to convene
interagency group to clarify agency re·sponsi- ___ // bilities for nutrition education and surveillance.
(OMB recommends)

)m

!_..1_ _1
i'

:

\

Yes

I

I

~--

No

( 2) ) . Direct OMB and DPS to work with HEW and USDA to
_r develop an Executive Order implementing the 1977
_______
Farm Bill to make USDA the lead agency for nutrition research except with respect to the biomedical
aspects of human nutrition concerned with diagnosis
and treatment of disease.
(OMB recommends)

-............

i

... ·

!-1_ _.1

Yes

I' - - - - - - - 'I

No
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Direct the Secretary of Agriculture to work with
OMB and DPS to deyelop legislative and adm.:j_nis...,
tratiye propos,als to g.iye appropr.:j_ate. balance
between producer and con,sumer interest·s in food
and nutri.tion policy.
(.OMB reconunendsl

/

I

'---------'

Yes

__

.__,__
/'

I
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Next Steps
A.

Reorganization Authority

Should you approve the,se recommendations, we will
draft the necessary legislat.ion, reorganization plans,
and executive orders. We expect to use reorganization
plans where possible to make necessary structural changes.
These plans would be presented sequentially this year.
Legislation will be required for program reforms.
B.

Announcement

If you proceed with any of the principal reorganization recommendations, we believe that your decision will
merit a brie·f State of the Union announcement.
He further
suggest that you consider a reorganization message around
the time of submission to the Congress.
C..

Meetings with key Congressmen

You can demonstrate that these proposals are important
to you and build some enthusiasm among the Congressmen
who will carry them on the Hill by inviting key Senators
and Congressmen in to meet with you prior to sending the
plans forward.
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WASHINGTON

January 16, 1979
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

DICK PETTIG~W
TOM BELFORrY"Jf?

~~

SUBJECT:

Cabinet Reorganization - Political Assessment

We have conducted a comprehensive interest group asses.sment of
the OMB preferred options for natural resources and local
development assistance reorganization.
We conclude that from
an interest g,roup standpoint bo·th initiatives are politically
feasible.
However, bureaucratic lobbying, especially efforts
by EDA and Commerce Department leadership to stimulate opposition to reorganization, is making it increas.ingly difficult
to keep key interest grol:lps open to a Pres.idential initiative.
Your decision to proceed with reorganization will have a
positive impact on interest group attitudes.
We have found some ambivalence and some strong opposition
to the proposals. The most significant opposition comes
from the traditional Agriculture Department lobby, which
routinely opposes any transfers out of that Department.
Your commitment to a strong future mis.sion for USDA, as
proposed by OMB, is a necessary step if we are to moderate
that opposition at all.
We have discovered no intensity o£ support for natural
re,sources or local development reorganization comparable to
the education lobby's support for a Department of Education.
This lack of intensity is offset by the unique advantages
of a reorganization plan. As you know, reorganization
authority gives the Administration control of amendments
~nd guarantees an up-or-down vote within a certain time.
If we cannot submit these reorg,anizat:ions by pl.an authority,
we should not proceed at all.
As the decision memomakes clear, reorganization options
regarding future mi.s;s.ions of the Agriculture and Conunerce
Departments have been too imprecise to allow reliable
political assessment at this time.
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NATURAL RESOURCES

OMB's Department of .Natural Resources (DNR), which builds on
Interior, must be promoted in the following context: .
1.

Interior's pres.ent image is environmentalist/preservationist, given the background of the Department's top
leadership and the reputation of the Par.k Service and
the Wildlife Service.
·

2.

This image, whi.le reassuring: to conservationists and
the environmentalists, is worrisome to resource user
groups affected by the Forest Service, NOAA and water
policy transfers.

3.

In addition, the policy domains covered by the DNR
(e.g., water, fishing, forests} are such as to cause
important regional political considerations that
must be assessed.

4.

Given the.se. factors, interest groups - preservationi~t
or development, Western-based or otherwise - must be
convinced that a new DNR, with a national constituency,
will best ensure balanced, multiple use management of
our natural resources. We must maintain a middle-ofthe-road posture regard:img the philos.ophical tilt of
the new department.

Summary Assessment.
If we persevere in our middle-of-the-road
balanced manag,ement characterization of DNR, we should hold the
support of most environmentalists· and conservationists, several
key resource user groups (oil, mining) , mos·t ocean interests,
some leading f.oresters, some (perhaps most, pending negotiations)
of the timb.er industry, and several prominent former na.tural
resource .official.s. Signals regarding the internal structure
of the DNR will be critical to the· eventual intensity of support
we receive, particularly in the case of resource user groups.
We will fa·ce opposition from some of the timber industry (even
if negotiations succeed), the broad USDA lobbying coalition, some
of the conunercial fishing industry, and w.ater project promoters
and users.
The Wes.tern governors represent an undecided factor
at this time. We will have to be especially attentive to the
regional marketing of DNR, since: the major blocs of opposition
tend to be concentrated in regions of major political significance. NOAA at this point represents our "sa.fest" transfer
from an interest group standpoint.
Our more specific readings follow.
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Forest Service. Environmentalists are not that interested in
the Forest Service issue; this is not the transfer that attracts
their support to the DNR. Important exceptions are the National
Wildlife Federation (supports DNR enthusiastically), the Sierra
Club and the Natural Resources, Defense Council (the latter two
pay particular attention to forest issues and will be neutral to
supportive).
The timber industry fears Forest Service transfer as a preservationist move; however, they are very dissatisfied with the status
quo. We are actively negotiating with major industry representatives (individual CEO's, American Paper Institute, National Forest
Products Association.) and expect to succeed in turning much of the
industry around on reorganization. We can succeed if we deliver a
Presidential commitment dedicating the new forest management entity
to a more productivity-oriented, but balanced use, mission (see
draft.statement, Exhibit I). The Northwest and Southeast regional
politics of a transfer that might be bitterly resisted by the
industry need to be carefully weighed~
Professional foresters represent another significant element
in the Forest Service transfer. Many regard Interior in g.eneral
and Secretary Andrus. in particular as threatening to the professionalism of the Forest Service. We are uncertain whether we
11 be able to produce endorsements from the Society of Ame.rican
oresters or the American Forestry Association. We can, however,
deliver the support of key opinion leaders among professional
foresters, including several current/former leaders from both
professional groups.
Soil Conservation Service. More so than the Forest Service,
transfer of elements of the SCS triggers opposition from traditiona.l USDA partisans. For example, there are nearly 3000 local
so·il conservation districts which represent a terrific grassroots
lobbying potential in de.fense of USDA. The most politically
attractive alternative would be to move only the Forest Service,
none of the SCS. On the other hand, the National Association of
Conservation Districts (NACD), which opposes our present proposal,
has recommended that if we, move any of the SCS, we should move it
all. Transfer of part or all of SCS may generate broader rural
bloc opposition than we can withstand, and we should be prepared
to amend our plan on this point after submission if necessary.
Other friends of USDA (National Cat.tlemen 's A·ssocia tion,
several state farm bureau federations, National Council of
Farmer Cooperatives, National Association of State Departments
of Agriculture and others) have signaled opposition to both the
Forest Service and SCS transfers.
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conservationist community is not excited by the NOAA transfer.
The principal environmental group on NOAA matters is the Center
for Law and Social Policy,which supports the transfer so long as
appropriate internal arrangements are made in DNR. Groups concerned primarily with endangered species and protection of marine
mammals (e .. g., Fund for Animals) have some apprehensions about the
transfer, but seem to accept its inevitability.·
The ocean industry, convinced that a separate oceans agency is
not v.i.able, will ultimately support the transfer.
Right now, they
are still noncommittal. Nevertheles-s, our argument that NOAA will
be enhanced via reorganization, together with the promise of some
process streamlining made possible by consolidation, seems to be
taking hold in the oceans community. Most of our political intell.igence, however, is based on spotty feedback from individual
corporate opinion leaders. Other natural resource user representatives, like the Americ'an Petro.leum Institute and American
Mining Congress, appear supportive of the NOAA (and Forest Service)
transfers because of anticipated proces·s reforms. Before we can
be sure of the·ir support, however, we will have to demonstrate a
genuine resource management competence in the new department.
Commercial fishing interests are apprehensive about the NOAA
transfer.
They prefer a separate oceans agency or the status quo.
owever, anticipating that reorganization will be proposed, the
major policy group of the industry has taken the position that
it wishes the Nationa.l Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) to remain
within NOAA.
No industry as·sociations currently take the position
that fisheries should be transferred to USDA.
If we provide enhanced status for fisheries matters in NOAA, we believe the
industry might accept trans.fe.r of NOAA to DNR.
If we d'o not, the
industry will be divided, with some elements opposing DNR. We do
not have a clear sense of the regional implications of fishing
industry opposition if it materializes, but presumably it would
be most visible in the Northwest and New England.
Water Policy. Transfer of the Water Resources Council. does
not excite interest gtoup opposition. However, our proposed
transfer of water planning authorities out of the Corps of
Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation and Soil Conservation Service
may well generate a replay of last year's water project battle.
Environmental groups, led by the Environmental Policy Center
(the lead group on this issue), fully appreciate the "pork control"
ramifications of the water policy shifts and will support the DNR
to advance that policy outcome. For the opposite reasons, we
expect water project advocates (e.g., Water Resources Congress,
National Water Resources Association, National Waterways Conference) to oppose reorganization. However, these groups are
ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL
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interested in further negotiations as to the precise split between
policy/budgeting and project planning.
Other. Two important constituencies with interest in the
overall DNR concept need to be carefully cultivated - governors
(and Western governors in particular} and elder statesmen of the
natural resources community. We have taken important initial
steps in both areas.
We have briefed Governors Carroll (Ky., Chairman of NGA and
former Chair of NGA' s Natural Resource·s Committee}, Lanun (Colo.,
Chair of Natural Resources Committee}, Matheson (Utah, Vice-Chair
of Natural Resources Committee), Babbit (Ariz.}, and GovernorElect List {Nevada} . W.i th the exception of Carroll, who is
supportive, the governors have been open-minded but noncommittal.
Discus-sions with NGA staff and Washington representatives of
several other governors have also been inconclusive, although
NGA staff appear supportive. As far as non-Western governors
are concerned, the issue .appears limited to neutrality versus
support. The posture of western governors is particularly
crucial to our proposal. These governors have expressed concerns about diminution of Western influence in a DNR, upsetting
the smooth functioning o.f the Forest Service, changing the role
of the. Bureau of Reclamation, and impact of DNR on states' role
in water policy. We are continuing to explore these issues
through Governor Lanun. While Lamm apparently has no personal
problems with DNR, he wants to see further consultation with
governors before any proposal is sent to Congress.
We have also had productive discussions with several former
high-ranking federal: officials from the natural resources area ..
Former Interior. Secretaries Stewart Udall and Thomas Kleppe are
enthusiastic about the DNR. So are Russell Train (EPA, CEW},
Rus-sell Peterson (CEQ) , and, assuming NOAA is enhanced via
reorganization, Robert White (NOAA's only prior Administrator}.
We are confident these ind.ividuals will actively support the
DNR proposal.
On the other hand, several former Agriculture
Secretaries (Freeman, Butz, Hardin, Benson} have signaled
opposition to any transfers out of USDA.
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COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
has recommended combining community development with econorilic
development (i.e., EDA to HUD}, and urban development with rural
deve.lopment {i.e., selected Farmers Home Administration programs
to HUD} . They also recommend inclusion of the Development Bank in
DDA. Our consultations support the substantive validity of these
recommendations.
A Department of Development Assistance (DDA} , which builds on HUD
and includes the Development Bank, must be presented in the
following context:
1.

HUD's present image as urban-focused, community
development-oriented, regulation-bound, and mismanaged must be reshaped;

2.

In the process, "friends of HUD" must be assured of
a stable, if not enhanced, bureaucratic status;

3.

A.t the same time, clientele of transferred agencies
and programs, principally EDA and FmHA, must be
assured that attractive features of their present
organizational relationships will be pre.served and
improved, not "infected", via reorganization;

4.

The flow of Federal funds to local governments must
be protected from the short-term disruption caused
by reorganization.

[OMB has included in its de.cision memo a new variation of DDA
regarding the organizational placement o.f direct private sector
assistance targ.eted to businesses in distressed areas (chiefly,
the National Development Bank} . We believe strongly that further
consultation is necessary on this variation of the DDA proposal, if
it is to be pursued at al.l. While we have explored with outside
interests alternative placements of the Development Bank, we have
not adequately tested the politics of an across-the-board split
between public and private development assist~nce programs (preliminary findings, reported below, are mostly negative}. The
as·sessment which follows is based on our testing of OMB' s recommended Department of Development As·sistance.]
Summary Assessment.
If the signals from our recent consultations
hold true, and if we make the right decisions regarding internal
structure, the DDA (with Bank} should be supported by most mayors,
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the mayors' support may ultimately have to be sought directly by
Presidential appeal, given the mayors' vulnerability to the Federal
grant bureaucracy and their lack of intensity on the issue.
·
The EDA transfer may generate some "sunbelt" and rural/small town
opposition, but not enough to threaten the reorganization package,·
assuming we build EDA as the core ED unit in the new department
and move a strong ED figure into the top leadership of DDA. The
FmHA transfers are likely to generate the strongest opposition.
We will have to specify in some detail the enhanced status, field
delivery structure, personnel, and protective features of our
proposal vis-a-vis rural development before the FmHA transfers
will gain support .. Clearly, we must continue to treat the HUD
image· issue carefully, conveying a sense of HUD shakeup without
alarming big city mayors and minority groups, whose support must
be maintained, even, if necessary, at the expense of support from
other sources.
Our more specific readings follow.
Support reported refers to
the DDA option that includes the Development Bank.
Mayors.
Consultations with mayors have strongly reinforced
substantive analysis. Virtually all mayors we have contacted
support colocation of community development and economic develop-:ment. Nevertheless, mayoral support for DDA will remain private
until after a Presidential decision to proceed. Mayors simply
cannot chance taking the losing side in a bureaucratic turf
battle.
In addition, despite benefits the mayors appreciate,
reorganization is clearly no.t something they demand as. an "Administration priority. However, our sense is that once· you decide
to propose DDA., key mayors will support the proposal because of
its acknowledged substantive benefits.
On the other hand, big city mayors would oppose building on
Commerce as the lead ED agency (particularly if that entails
moving UDAG) ; most mayors would regard a CD/ED spl.it as wrong
on the merits (although they might not actively oppose); "sunbelt" mayors will be among those most concerned about building
on HUD, s•ince they fee.l discriminated against by UDAG targeting
criteria. HUD is reviewing the "pockets of poverty" targeting
issue and may amend its criteria in a way that allays some
"sunbelt" concerns. The League of Cities will probably remain
neutral; the Conference of Mayors will rema·in neutral or possibly
support. A list of the mayors we have talked to, with their
reactions, is attached (Exhibit II).
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Chair of NGA), duPont (Delaware, Chair of NGA's Community and
Economic Development Committee), and Hunt (N.C., Chair of NGA's
Rural Development Conunittee).
In addition, Governor Rockefeller
(W.Va., Chair of NGA's Committee on Balanced Growth) has reviewed
our proposal, and we have briefed NGA staff. Governor Carroll
is enthusiastic; Governor du Pont is supportive.
Governor
Rockefeller, who favors moving toward one-stop shopping, advises
against reorganization. He believe.s the political difficulty of
winning this reorganization out~eighs the little general public
acclaim the project would receive.
Governor Hunt, whi.le strongly
sympathetic to the DDA concept, advises for political reasons
that this reorganization be deferred until 1981. However, he
bel.ieves that careful implementation to keep the federal monies
flowing and appointment of a strong ED figure to DDA leadership
would mitigate political costs. Representatives of the governors
serving on NGA's community and economic developm12nt committee
recently committed strong support to the DDA. Overall, the
governors have been qu.ite vocal in urging reorganization in this
area, since they see it necessarily complementing budget austerity.
So long as we propose a significant role for governors in the CD/ED
planning process, we should have the active support of the governors.
Too strong a role for-the governor~ however, will threaten support
from mayors and some local development officials.
Other state/local officials. We have met with several other
groups representing either general purpose local governments or
local functional O.fficia1s:
0

National Association of Towns and Townships (NATAT) opposed, instinctively wary of HUD;

° Council for Urban Economic Development (CUED) - President
supports; Council support can probably be gotten;

---=--

0

Internationa.l City Management Associat.ion - supportive;

0

National Association of Housing and Redevelopment
Officials (NAHRO) - strongly supportive;

0

National Association of Development Organizations CNADO) although a prime constituency of EDA, they will· support DDA,
so long as a continuing role is assured for local development organizations;

0

National Conference of State Legislatures - supportive;
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National Association of Counties - Hillenbrand (Executive
Director) has indicated suppolj;_.

Housing interests.
In addition to NAHRO (described above),
we have met with the following housing interests:
0

National Association of Homebuilders - supportive if
"Housing" is preserved in name of new department and
status of housing is maintained within the new entity7

0

National Housing Conference - President is supportive7
we expect to get the Conference endorsement, as long
as we preserve the status of housing in DDA;

o·

Mortgage Bankers of America - supportive;

0

National Association of Realtors - supportive.

In general, housing interests see close relationships among housing,
ED and CD. Making more effective use of federal ED programs by
linking them more closely to housing and CD programs i.s attractive •.
So long as we do not downgrade the status of housing in the new
epartment, we can expect the support of the housing community.
Minority leaders. Minority interests will be concerned primarily that structural change does not undermine the Federal commitment to cities currently embodied in HUD.
Individua.ls like Maynard
Jackson, Coleman Young, Richard H~tcher, Vernon Jordart and Carl
Holman prefer the DDA concept. Carl Holman has predicted that
both the-Urban Coalition and the "urban coalition" would actively
oppose. any diminution of HUD via placement of UDAG or the Development Bank in Commerce.
USDA partisans. The proposed transfer of programs from
Farmers Home has .triggered aggressive opposition from traditional
supporters of the USDA. Groups like the Grange, National Farmers
Union, American Farm Bureau Federation, and the National Rural
Electric Cooperative Association, have signaled opposition.
Such opposition should be expected to movement of FmHA programs
anywhere outside of USDA. Strong farm bloc opposition might
create the opportunity for Republican partisan exploitation of
the proposal. Our most optimistic prospect would be limited to
attracting the rural development advocates, represented by the
Rural Coalition, as opposed to the traditional USDA farm bloc.
Our initial c.ontacts with some member groups of the Rural Coalition-
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-10have been inconclusive; meanwhile, the posture of the Rural Coalition is to oppose any reorganiz.ation affecting FmHA until a national
rural policy is formulated.
Business interests. Preliminary soundings "1'ith the Nationa:l
Federation of Independent Business and Chamber of Commerce indicate
we can expect some support for DDA from the business collUllunity. We
believe local business interests can be attracted by DDA's more
effective focusing of Federal CO and ED resources to stimulate
local economic growth and development.
DDA without the Development Bank. We have only limited evidence
of political reaction to a DDA proposal that does not include the
Development Bank ·and similar direct businesB assistance programs
from FmHA and EDA.
Traditional urban coalition typ~s like Nick carbone (Hartford),
Vernon Jordan and Maynard Jackson disagree with the public/private
sector split. Vernon Jordan predicted that the Black Leadership
Forum would oppose placement of the Bank in Commerce. Governor
Hunt, a leading rural development spokesperson, also prefers to
combine public and private sector development assistance. Since
he public/private split option result·s in splitting FmHA three
ways; we would ·antic.ipa te the rural interest groups to like it
even less than the more comprehensive DDA proposal.
The AFL-CIO
would be wary at best of placing the Development Bank in CollUllerce·
The Council for Urban Economic Developmerit, National Conference
of State Legislatures and National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials also oppose the private/public split. These
groups co.ntinue to support the more comprehensive DDA. They argue
that the "split" goes in the opposite direction of the ''partnership"
theme stressed in the President's urban policy statements. Vernon
Martin of the National Association of Development Organi.zations,
who has been cautiously supportive of DDA,.has indicated opposition
to the public/private split idea on similar grounds.
On the other hand, business interests like the Chamber of
Commerce and American Bankers Association, neither of. which wa:nts
a Development Bank, would clearly prefer any Bank that is created
to be located in Commerce. Mayor McNichols (Denver, Pres.ident of
USCM), John Gunther (Executive Director, USCM), and Governor
Carroll all speculate that the' public/private sector split would
be more appealing to business interests, and not that critical
to their own colleagues.
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In short, the interest group picture, while largely negative
from the standpoint of Administration supporters, is fuzzy overall
on this option. We recommend further consul ta,tion if you wish
to pursue this option.

Attachments
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accountable, locally responsive, and consistent achievement
of the important goals of the Forest and Rangeland· Renewable
Resources Planning Act (RPA) •

The RPA will provide the

legislative keystone of the new Department's mission to
assess the Nation's renewable resource needs and potential,
and to act on these assessments· in an environmentally
responsible manner.
Very s:hortly ~ my Administration will re.commend to the
Congress an enduring designation of specific tracts of
public land to be preserved as wilderness, and a larger
_ portion to be opened for economic development.

Among the

first priority tasks that I sha·ll assign to the new Department of Natural Resources will be to carry out a thorough
review of management practices, applicable statutes, and
appropriate investment levels on lands to be opened for
development.

I shall request appropria.te recommendations to

a·ssure that these lands provide all of the public benefits
of which they are capable, to meet our needs and those of
future generations.
Our Nation's renewable natural resources must be nurtured,
developed and managed to serve a range of important and compatible
goals.

I a·sk conservationis-ts, recreationists, and the users

and producers of forest products to j.oin with us in shaping
a new Department dedicated to the wise stewardship of.our
natural resources to meet these goals.
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EXHIBIT II
Consultations with Mayors
While we have explored all reorganization options with the mayors,
"support" as used below indicated substantivepreference for the
DDA concept. None of these mayors would demand reorganiza·tion
as a high P.residential priority.
If you decide·to go ahead
with DDA, we expect the following reactions:
*McNichols (Denver, President, USCM) - strongly supports;
predicts that a large majority of mayorswill support;
*Carver (Peoria, VP, U$CM) - supports, assuming. we will deliver
on assoc·ia ted procedural ref·orms ;. ·

*Hatcher (Gary, Chair of Black Democratic Mayors)· - prefers
status quo, but w:j.ll
support DDA if President proposes
it;
•......___
.
.
*Goldschmidt (Portland, Chair of US.CM's Community and Economic
Development Committee) - supports;
*Jackson (Atlanta, Vice Chair of Democratic Mayors) - supports,
but warns that restructuring of HUD must not signal any
lessening of Administration's urban commitment;
*Young (Detroit) - supports;

.-.

*Maier (Milwaukee) s·trongly supports;
*Gibson (Newark) .... doesn't care one way or the other;
*Latting (Oklahoma City) - reluctant.to alter E'DA, will study
the issue further;
*Murphy (Tucson) - noncommittal, would find the proposal
appealiRg only if it meaRs 11 less government" and more
efficient service delivery;
Bilandic (Chicago) - doesn't care one way or the other;
Moody (Columbus, immediate past President of League of
Cities) - supports;

-----

Rousakis (Savannah, President of Leag;ue of Cities) - strongly
supports;
.

.

.

.

McConn (Houston) - strongly supports;_.
I

Parmer (Fort Worth) - &trongly opposed t:.o building on HUD and
claims that other sunbelt mayors feel the same.

*Member

mmit

EXHIBIT I
DRAFT PRESIDENTIAL ST:A:TEMENT ON FOREST RESOURCES

Under my proposal; the Forest Service, now located in the
Department of Ag,riculture, would be moved to·the new Depart.;..
ment of Natural Resources and would absorb the Bureau of
Land Management.

The Forest Serviqe will play an expanded

role, based on its exemplary professional leadership and
expertise, as a centerpiece of the new Department.

This

reorganization will place the Forest Service.in a setting
where balanced, comprehensive resource decisionswil1 suppo:r:-t
its central mission of increasing and ensuring the productivity
of the Nation's forest lands, public and private, on an
environmentally sound basis.
I believe strongly that in the context of·a Department
of Natural Resources dedicated to balanced, multiple use of
forest and other resources, the Forest Service can provide·.
enhanced public benefits in the form of more jobs. and wood
products, government revenue, and recreation opportunities.
Environmentally prudent management that strives for increased
p~y

of both pub.lic and private forest lands can

contribute substantially to the fight against inflation and
expansion of our foreign tr.ade.

Integration of the Forest

Service and the Bureau of Land Management will lead to more

·ATTACHMENT

•
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SURVEY OF 2 4 MAYORS ON REORGANIZATION ISSUES
Description of Option:
Option One:

DDA

Option Two:

Commerce, including UDAG

Option Three:

Commerce., excluding UDAG

Comments of Mayors:
REARDON, JOHN
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS
Option One: .·

It would be a dire mistake to put EDA in HUD.
EDA is business-oriented and leverages private
sector very well. EDA needs to_ be separate to
do this.

Option"Two:

Since h~ wants to keep EDA pure, he prefers
not to have HUD programs in Commerce.

Option Three:

General:

Favors keeping the two agencies s.eparate. . He
has had excel-lent results with the HUD regional
and area directors and with the EDA regional
· director. He says they work together beauti- .
fully now and he prefel:'s to leave it that way.
The Pres,i..dent is right to stress coordination.
Regional directors ar_e very important; need
good people in those jobs.
He will not make any public· negative statements
whatever the President decides.

t-

. RILEY, JOSEPH
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Option One:

·_.· -r

{

This would be a disaster politically. The public .f
would view such an agency as another HEW, too
big, too awesome. It would also create "Hell"
f
on the. Hill. Who cares· if it looks good em paper? ·r··

t_·

Option Two:

He is against removing UDAG from HUD. He thinks
Embry and Harris are doing a good job of making
HUD wo;rk better. He d\inks UDAG and CDBG need
to be synchronized and does notwant to split
them. This option would appear to be anti-urban
to the cities and the Hill.

·-,
.

:- -~-

.
-2Option Three:

Yes. · Keep UDAG in HUD.
It is good to g.e.t
more urban tools in EDA, such as FmHA, which
he views as too anti-urban.

General:

He agrees that the key problem facing cities
today is economic development, but he does
not see that creating a big department would
help solve the problem. He likes the idea
of separate partners, as we have now·~

HUTCHINSON, JOHN
CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA
· Option One:

No. Do not cre.ate one giant bureaucracy,·
especially if it is based on HU~'s structure.

. Option Two:

He is not sure that EDA would be as effective
if it had to deal with HUD programs.

Option Three:

General:

He prefers to keep the programs separate.
He thinks the competition is healthy and gets
good results._
·
UDAG is an excellent program, but i t is an
exception in HUD. He .never said he.favored
.Qption Three, but he definitely does not
_ favor One or Two because they would mix the
EDA and HUD programs.

McNICHOLS, WILLIAM
DENVER, COLORADO
Option One:

No Comment.

Option Two:

No

Option Three:

He favors.keeping UDAG inHUD, particularly·
since he .believes. tha·t it would be politically
impqssible to get it-out before 1980 anyway.
He thinks this option is a good idea.
·.

Comment~

'

-3. HOLLAND, ART
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY
Option One:

Option Two:

\

Option Three:

I

\
General:

He favors putting all of the urban development
tools together in HUD because HUD was created
to deal with urban problems.
No. He thinks this option would be worse than
doing nothing. He does not think that-urban
·problems .should be shifted to Commerce, which
. has business as its main business.
·
No. Any movement should be toward HUD and to
strengthen its ability to deal with urban
problems.
Mayor Holland was a consultant to HUD when it
was created and has the view that it alone is
the department that should bedealing with
-. urban problems.
He thinks UDAG is the best HUD program.
· . He thinks the President must reassure the mayors
of his commitment to cities.·

GIBSON, KEN
NENARD, NEW JERSEY
· Option One:
Option Two:
_Option Three:
General:·

No comment.
·No,

comment.

No comment.
The location really doesn't mean that muchr its
how the programs are del~vered that is important.
Programs like CETA and Countercyclical are much
more important than reorganization. ·The·
. Administration should be focusing their efforts
on these-legislative fights.

.

..

I

:.
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YOUNG, COLEMAN
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Option One:

Of the three, he would favor this option.
Although Commerce and EDA have improved
g-reatly in this Administration, he still .
feels HUD is more sensitive to the problems
of the cities. HUD has shown the ability to
respond. UDAG is very impressive.
·

Option Two:

He opposes this option. ·He's nervous about
expanding Commerce becaase of its historic
relationship with business and rural interests.

Option Three:

If there. is to. be reorganization, prefers·
option one.

General:

Thinks the competition between EDA and HUD·
produces better service for the cities of this
coun.try. He feels both HUD and EDA are working
·well ·now. In the past, he has. always supported
keeping EDA and HUD separate.

McCONN, JIM
HOUSTON, TEXAS
Option One:

Favors.consolidation and combination. ·He
thinks the present competition between EDA
and HUD is not good.

Option Two:

He does not like this option because it continues t'he separation and competition which
he thinks is unproductive.
·

Option Three:

This option is a non-option to him. It would
not accomplish enough to make it worth trying.

General.:

He favors Option One because he thinks i,t would
eventaally give him more/flexibility to use
a big package of federal funds the way he wants
to.
He pre.fers above any reorganization option to
fight inflation and reduce budget needs of
cities that way. He thinks.the President's
stock would rise if he held firm on budget
cuts. He thought the Pres.ident' s message in
St. Louis was good andwas accepted by most of
the mayors.

-;

.

--5RUSK, . DAVID
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXIco·
.Option One:

He does not favor expanding the HUD aura· a·nd
character to other programs.

Option Two:

He has a good relat·ionship with EDA, much
better than with HUD.

Option Three:

No

General:

He does not care about the structure of
programs. His own experience is that EDA works well. He said there is nothing magic
about structure.

spec~fic

comment.

LATTING, PATIENCE
.
. OKLAHO~ CITY, OKLAHOMA · - ·
Option One:

·No.

Do not mix HUD and EDA.

Option Two:

- Favors' upgrading EDA to work more with cities ,
·but does not favor ·splitting up HUD.

Option Three:

Favors this option. ·

General:

She-has good experience with HUD and EDA, and
thinks they work better separately.

VANN, DAVID
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA
Option One:

Hi-s reservation about this type of reorganization is that the political problems would hurt
the programs.

Option Two:

No strong feelings.

. Option Three:

General:

Favo.rs this option. He wants to keep EDA and
UOAG separate. This· option is the "constr-uctive approach" to reorgani.zati.on.
He recommends that the President concentrate
on fighting· inflation instead of getting into
big political battles about reorganization,
recognizing that some battles will be unavoidable.

.

.
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LOGUE, FRANK
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
Option One:

Yes

Option Two:

Okay

Option Three:

Doesn't care it: UD:A.G is moved.

General:.

I

Likes. one department and'· thinks one-step shopping is crucial. But real question is
getting along with people running, things.
· He feels the Bank is important.

CARVER, RICHARD
PEORIA, ILLINOIS
Option- One:

Yes

Option Two: -_Option Three:-

f •··

·No---·

·...

···---·.-·-

General:

Has_ discussed at great length with Pettigrew.
Favors big new department but only if there
is real change in the process, paperwork, etc.
· If there is no real change in th·e way government. does business, it is not. worth-the
political capital.

MOODY, TOM
COLUMBUS, - OHIO -

I.

'

Option One:

Yes, if it is not a political war.

Option Two:

Doesn't make much difference to him.

Option Three:

Doesn't make much difference to him.

General:

Has discussed at great ~ength with Pettigrew.
In general, the concept is okay but political
side is not worth the e.ffort. The President
needs to focus on inflation, etc. This type
of fight is too debilitating. It is not the
right time.

-

tJ·-

-.

. -7-

BILANDIC, MICHAEL
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
President is chie.f executi v.e office.r. · He·
can't make judgement from 1,000 miles .away.
Wha.tever President wants is okay with him.

General:

CALIGU.IRI, RICHARD
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
·No. Housing is too important.
would hurt housing funding.

Option One:

\
i
\

Option Two:

Yes

Option Three:

Yes

General:
·.

Consolidation

Keep housing separate.
It is too important
to lump with other ;programs.

BARRY, MARION
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA·
Option One:

~o,

· to.o disruptive.

Option Two: · · · •· · ·. No real opinion.
Option Thr.ee: ·

. No real opinion.

General:

. Cities. are just beg.inning to achieve something.. This sort of change takes years to
sort out and is not worth huring cities.

'

ALEXANDER, LEE
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
Option One:

No, politically.
:

Option Two:

No real opinion.

Option Three:

No real opinion.

General:

Theoretically a big department is good. · But
it will cause political disruption and therefore is not worth it.

.·,.

